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this charming star in
That’s why you must
!,oiore.
>a\v

tion at our theatre.
Minter makes a classic of
'}• -.sitr’’ Hicks, mountaineer’s
\ the greatest portrayal in
of this brilliant young
A
furriner,” a city dwelsacred
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precinct of the
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line district and falls in
iiew Mary Miles Minter.
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Her Best in New' Role.
as the most
interesting
er career in
“Dangerous
new
Metro production.
iapted by A. P. Younger
Esmond’s drama, “udiza
and the screen version
"itilities that were never
it
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original play,
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ars as
Eliza, the orphan
Hirust into a bachelor’s
ward. Slie was an ugly
grew in charm until she
dangerous.”
at gives Miss Dana the
er career.
Few actresses

pp-
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equally convincing as
girl of the early scenes

1

siren of the climax of
Miss Dana bridged the

\

amazing virtuosity. By
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strokes she pictured the
pmer.t of the child through
love into a fascinating
Coming on top of her
°f the Japanese girl in
1 ree,” Miss Dana’s
perles her in the front
n picture
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word picture of this most interesting of
Americans from the viewpoint of a Maine

enthusiastic gathering of
large
the earnest, working Republicans from
all parts of the county, called to order
by Dr. O. S. Vickery and the convention

organized by the choice of Judge of Probate, Ellery Bowden as chairman and
County Attorney Ralph I. Morse as secretary. Judge Bowden held the close atj
tention of the convention by an eloquent
and forceful speech, preliminary to the
dispatch of the business for which the
convention

was called.
Brief and ai^
propriate speeches presented the following citizens of Waldo county to the convention for balloting: Frank A. Littlefield of Monroe, S. E. Bowler of Palermo,
Fred W. Curtis of Belfast, W. L. Gray of
Troy. On the third ballot Mr. Littlefield
was nominated, receiving 47 votes while

Mr. Bowler had 28 and Mr. Curtis had
eight, Mr. Gray withdrawing.

endorsing equal

suffrage

unanimous passage. Both old
timers and the young men of the Republireceived

a

party

were

equal numbers.

in attendance in about
A general feeling found

expression, as the delegates exchanged
greetings, that the convention plan of I
was

better than the tedious

expensive primary method.

After

[
j

the business of the convention was finished Hon. H. M. Cook of Augusta delivered
an excellent
address, in which he presented the important issues of the campaign in a clear and logical way, holding !
the close attention of his hearers from

the first word to the last. Several ladies
were at the convention and manifested

Mr. Gannett said:
I’ve come back from Marion filled with
the keenest enthusiasm over the personality of the Republican candidate for
President. I do not know how I can express it better than to say that Senator
Harding impressed me as the kind of a
man you would select to serve as executor of your estate.
I’ve been privileged to meet a good
many prominent men, one time and another, and lots of prominent meu have
given me the feeling that they are insincere—a,l words and no real heart or
feeling. Senator Harding impressed me
exactly the other way; he struck me as a
man of
absolute sincerity. He is the
kind of a man I would gladly entrust
with any responsibility in the world with
the full assurance that he w'ould look
after it carefully.
And, after all, isn’t that the kind of a
man we want for President? He is not one
of the loud shouting, promise-anything
t\ pe of a politician, but quiet, reserved,
thoughtful—a real statesman.
I liked particularly about Mr. Harding
the fact that, on the one hand, he does
his own thinking, but on the otner hand
he is willing to take expert advice before
he arrives at a conclusion. I had a good
example of that characteristic of his
when the question of his visit to Maine
came up.
I invited him on behalf of the
Republican organization and the people
of Maine to come to our State. After
expressing his appreciation for the invilation and his desire to visit Maine, he
replied that he would discuss the matter
fully with the managers of the campaign
and together they would arrive at a decision.
We need in the President’s chair a man
who will do just what Senator Harding
did in that case. As he said in his speech:
“There is no one man big enough to run
this country alone and unaided.”
man.

HAMPDEN ACADEMY
The

The Boston Globe of Saturday gave the
following notice of the marriage of a former Belfast boy:
WESTFIELD, July 30. Miss Kathryn
E. Brown, supervisor of drawing in the
Northampton public schools, and Arthur
M. Condon, secretary of the Northampton
Y. M. C. A., were married at 5 o’clock

lo

Alumni
hold

of

j

"•

of the U.
ful1 °f PeP and
action;
ase young and
old.

essentially

a

Congregational Church.

and improvements will be
made to the choir platform, etc. The
reopening service will be held on Sept.
5th when ail members of the parish are

urged to be

Mr. Elliott and
present.
will occupy Mr. Fred Poor’s cottage at Little River, but he will be ready
to answer any call. He may be reached

family

Field Day exercises. A box luncheon at
12 o’clock after which there will be
speeches by former students and a short
talk by Mr. Gillen of Bangor.

by phone at Mr. A. R. Moody’s, Northport avenue. Phone No. 46.
this afternoon in the home of the bride’s
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. I. Brown of 62
A Community chorus of fifty or more
Jelferson street. Rev. W. S. Ayres, pasTHE NEW POWER LINE AT DEER
tor of the Baptist church, officiated. The voices accompanied by a band from BanRIPS.
couple w’as unattended. The bride wore gor will help swell the enthusiasm.
brussels net over ivory satin and carried
There will be present men and women
The new power line of the Central
an arm bouquet of swreet peas and roses.
Following the ceremony there was a re- who attended the school as early as 1850 Maine Power Company from Farmingdale to Deer Rips has reached the half
ception and there were selections by the and all the intervening years.
mark of approximately 15 miles and
members of the family quartet, which
This old school overlooking the Penob- way
another three weeks should see the line
comprised Mrs. Condon, Mrs. Stewart scot has sent from its walls
a famany
about
completed and ready for business.
Esten of New Haven, Fred Brown of
A crew of more than 100
Stamford, Conn., and Aubrey Brown of mous man. It was seventeen years old
men, four
teams and three auto trucks have been
Columbus, O. The family quartet occu- when Maine became a state in 1820.
pied a prominent place in musical circles The Alumni have been organized as such concentrated^ at the big construction
camp which is pitched at Monmouth town
here some years ago. The bride was
for about a year and already have en- farm near Tacoma
graduated at the High school here and
Lakes, and they are
rolled
over
500
members.
The
dues
are pushing the work ahead rapidly.
Normal Art School in Boston. Previous
The
pole
setters
are
to beginning his work in Northampton one dollar per year.
progressing at the rate of
under a mile a day. This is someslightly
two years ago Mr. Condon was an assistThe Field Day of Aug. 11th is to call what
less than scheduled time but is unant secretary in the Pittsburg Y. M. C A.
together all who feel they owe allegiance avoidable because of the slow delivery of
and
to the school.
We want all to attend poles
other construction material.
CROSS-JACKSON
A gang of 14 men and one big team
whether members of the association or
the big power wire on
stringing
Roscoe L. Cross and Miss Beth Jack- not. Come to
greet old friends for the the poles last week
and as they are able
son, both of Belfast, were married at sake of Auld Lang Syne.
to run the wire across at the rate of
apnoon Monday, August 2nd, at the resiproximately two miles a dav, they have
dence of the officiating clergyman, Rev.
practically caught up with the pole setALBERT L. NEWCOMB
ters.
George C. Sauer. The impressive double
Albert L. Newcomb died at his boarding
ring service was used and the bride was

parted

WATT-IRONS

John Watt of Central Falls, R.
I, and
Miss Evelyn Irons of Belfast,
daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Simeon Smith Irons
of
Pawtucket, R. I., were married July 29th
at 4 p. m. at the Congregational
parsonage on High street, Rev. Alfred C.

Elliott,

struggled through

was

encountered

by

friends in Belfast.

Mrs. Powell Clayton left Tuesday for a
few days’ visit in Brooksville.

The steel work

on the new power-house
than half completed and work
has been started on the new dam which
will be built from the end of the power-

is

more

house

across

the south channel.

ELIJAH

L. KNOWLTON

Elijah Luce Knowlton of this city died
July 26th at Belmont, where he had been
living for about two months.

He

the Home from
Friendship, April 2, 1920. In the battle
of Cold
Harbor, he received a gunshot
wound in the left shoulder and a sabre
cut on the head.
Martin Heinlein of South Natick.
Mass.,
recent guest of his cousin, Mrs. M

nov-

was a

O. Wilson.

Miss Annie Smalley left Saturday to
visit for several weeks in Lynn,
Mass.,
and in New Hampshire.

for many years a familiar figure on our
streets and had many friends who were
always glad to meet and talk with the

genial and well informed elderly man.
Mr. Knowlton was born in Liberty, Nov.
27, 1833, the son of John and Eliza (Luce)
Knowlton. The greater part of his life he

Jackson and Her bert Meader.

for Grand Foaks, North Dakota, after a
three months’ visit with Hon. and Mrs.
Clarence O. Poor.

Mr. and Mrs. George A. Hodgsdon of
Farmington are guests for two weeks of
Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Hall.

Mr. and Mrs. George Harcourtof Bosvisiting Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Guthrie, and with them are spending a
week at Camp Comfort, Swan Lake

Mr. and Mrs. William M. Welch of Auare guests of the latter’s brother,
Fred W. Patterson, and family.

Mrs. Anna Fowler of Milford, Mass.,
and Miss Rowena Colcord of Searsporfc

of Rev. and Mrs. Elliott while
trip in this vicinity.

on a

motor

after

a visit at the residence of Miss Harriet P. White, Cedar street.

ton are

spent .the week-end with Mrs. Melvin
Cunningham and Miss Ross E. Beckwith
at Temple Heights, Northport.
Parker Colby of Boston, accompanied
a young man from Brookline,
Mass.,

by

in Belfast recently, the guests of
Wilbur O. Colby.
They were on an auto
and camping trip to Northern Maine.
were

Rev. and Mrs. George C. Sauer were
called to Intervale Tuesday to attend the
funeral of Mrs. Wellington Fillmore, an
intimate friend. Later they will make
short visits in Boston and Cambridge.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy W. Macomber of
Taunton, Mass., have been guests for
several weeks of Mr. and Mrs. Byron M
Salter of Belfast and of Mr. and Mrs E.
L. Macomber, now at North Islesboro.
Prof. John David and family, who have
visiting in Belfast, their former

been

home, left Saturday

Miss Pearl Gibbs of West Wareham
Miss Olive Moses of Westboro,

and

Mass., returned Monday after

a

week’s

visit with Miss Edith C. Wilson.
Master Fred Brown Cushman of Ellsworth returned home Saturday after a
few days’ visit with his grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Waldo Brown.
Mrs. Augusta Starkey, who has been
employed at the capitol in Washington
for many years, has been pensioned by
the New Act.

Miss Clara B.

Keating left Saturday
for Boston, after spending a few weeks
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. George
I. Keating.
She is private secretary for
Dr. Josslyn.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Dragon of Florence, Mass., are spending two months at
Moosehead Lake, passing through Bel
fast. Mrs. Dragon was formerly M iss
Helen E. Dilworth of Belfast, agradua te
of the B. H. S. and has many frien ds
here.

Frank P. Wilson of New York, fora
merly of Belfast, recently underwent
sufsurgical op:ration, but has recovered
in
ficiently to go to his summer home
Connecticut. His mother, Mrs. J. F.
Wilson, plans to join him next week.

for their

was

at

one

time principal of the Belfast

High school.
Miss Mary E. Pierce has been the guest
several days of her mother, Mrs. Sarah
E. Pierce. They
left
Saturday for

Georges Lake, Liberty, where they will
Mrs, Essie P. Carle acspend August.
companied them.
Billie F. Schoppe of Bozeman, Mont.,
Saturday for a short visit with

left

friends in Bangor, after spending a week
in this city. He will remain with his

grandparents in Auburn for the remainder of the summer.
Mrs.

Frederick
Mrs.

guests,

Mass.,

Mrs.

W. Brown and her
Dora Engle of HolyokeWillis Arnold, son Robert

and his friend of Warsaw, N. Y., were
guests Wednesday and Thursday of Capt.
and Mrs. E. H. Colby of Sunset.
Miss Wilda Vose,
lic schools of

a

teacher in the pubarrived

Norwood, Mass.,

Tuesday to spend her vacation with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W C. Vose. Miss
Vose has attended the

Hyannis, Mass.,

summer

school ia

for live weeks.

Miss Maude L. Beegel, who has beers
spending the month of July with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Chas. E. Field,
Linco nville avenue, has returned to her
home on Long Island, N. Y. She was accompanied by her husband and her grand-

mother,
gone

Mrs. Clara A. Wellman, who has-

there to spend the winter.

CITYPOIN [.
Mrs. L. L. Woods of Quincy, Mass., is
a few weeks with her mother,
Mrs. J. W. Vaughan.

spending

Miss Marion Bailey, eldest daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Bailey, has taken a.
cottage at Northport, where she will
spend her vacation with her mother.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Collins of South
were recent guests at the Bailey
home. Gage & Collins Lumber Co. have
bought land in Brunswick to erect a box
China

factory and Mr. and

Mrs.

Co; ;ns will

make their home there.

Mine. Homer
and

MissLouiseHomer
Sine/

Oakland Park

"LAST NIGHT”
This

record

11

e

Sunday Afternoon, Aug. 8,

I

St. Cecil Boys’ Band

fitting

f°ot to the correct

is
is

Knox
...

County Electric Co.
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nomer,

a

soprano and the effect of these two voices
Victor Red Seal Record 87570

that has been written surpasses this most beautiful of all

waltzes. Neither has anything approached, for sheer beauty and
fection, the present recording by the Philadelphia Orchestra.

Do not miss this musical treat.

j

signalizes the
Louise

truly marvelous.

Nothing

I

,t

iviiss

plays' Blue Danube Waltz

nShtlast.

A bevy of beautiful girls who will be seen here matinee and
night, Saturday, August t4, at the Colonial Theatre,,with the latest
best New York musical comedy, the “Katzenjammer Kids.”

*

ui

Philadelphia Orchestra

OF LEWISTON.

and width in the

ucuui

1 —..daughter and namesake of
Madame Homer, the great contralto. Miss Homer

|

any kind of foot
you can be help-

,————f

Victor Red Seal Record 74627
We have these as well as all the other
NEW VICTOR RECORDS FOR AUGUST

I

Wm. L.

Luce, Inc.,

14

sum-

home at South Portland. Prof. David

She will spend September

in Belfast.

noon

mer

Mr. and Mrs. Donald MacNeil of Anti-

gonish, N. S., are guests of their son,
William K. MacNeil and family, at their
home on Northport avenue.

was

COLONIAL.

He entered

]

the construction crew building the new
Charles H. Field and Mrs. Annie Weepower-house for the Central Maine Power
Company at Skowhegan. While exca- man went to Bangor Saturday morning
vating under the lea of the old retaining to join Mr. and Mrs. Charles S. Pearl on
wall on Mill street, the men found a a week’s motor trip.
healthy bank of snow and ice!
Mrs. Lena H. Frost, who has been the
After the ice was dragged out of its
guest some time of her daughter, Mrs.
hiding place into the air, it didn’t last William Hall in Waterville, has returned
long, but the engineers secured a photo- to her home in Belfast.
graph of it before it melted. Digging up
Mrs. I. B. Leeds and Miss Scales of
ice and snow in July is unusual, even in
Newton, Mass., returned home Monday
Maine.

War he
pastor, officiating. They weie unattended engaged in farming. In the Civil
served in Company G of the Thirtieth
and the single ring service was
used.
They left immediately by boat for Boston Maine Volunteers and was a member of
Miss Gertrude E. Bigelow of BrookMr. and Mrs. Walter A. Wadsworth of
G. A. R. He is
en route for their
future home in Central Thomas H. Marshall Post,
Milwaukee, Wis., Mrs. Louisa Pottle of line, Mass., spent the week end with her Falls.
survived by a widow, one daughter and a
Rockport, and Miss Mabel Pottle of cousin, Mrs. H. M. Prentiss. Miss Bigeson, Mrs. Sarah A. Nichols and Fred H.
EDWIN C. BRAMHALL
Washington, D. C., were guests last low is the head master of the Hancock
Knowlton, both of Belmont, One sister,
school in Boston.
week of Mrs. Mary C. Wadsworth.
of Union, and four
lhe death of Edwin C. Bramhall oc- Mrs. Christine Hills
William and AlManley,
Elden,
brothers,
curred in the hospital at
Togus last Sunbert Knowlton, also survive. The funeral
day.
He was born in Belfast,
July 5,
COMING TO THE
home in Belmont
1839, and for many years followed the was held at his late
Rev. Nathan Hunt
2
at
m..
p.
Thursday
sea.
He enlisted in Co. H, 12 N. H.
Inf, officiating. The bearers were Messrs.
Dec. 15 1863 and was
discharged March
Samuel Bakeman, Albert Gray, Simeon
28, 1865.

suffering
our

visiting

Just yesterday we met him,
Miss Edith C. Wilson and guests were
Heard his cheery greeting,
Saw him smile, and now
at Sargentville last Friday and Saturday
Our friend lies low.
visiting Mrs. Chandler Bowden.
When good men die
We humbly bow our heads
Dr. A. W. Ogden of Jamestown, No.
And acquiesce, but wonder why;
Dakota, is the guest for a few days of
And so today
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Waldo Brown.
When he, our friend, lies low
We cannot understand,
Mrs. Fred Clapp of Citypoint is recovBut only pray,
ering at the Tapley Hospital, where she
And wait the time when we
was operated on for appendicitis.
Shall know, why they who
Are not only brave, but true,
Miss Lydia R. Marshall of Boston arShould have to go.
rived Saturday night to spend a week
We need him much;
with Fred T. and Miss E. Frances Chase.
The page he left unfinished
Awaits his pen, his word, his touch;
Miss Louise Brown of Boston arrived
And in this hour when
last Saturday to spend her vacation with
Many dangers threaten
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Waldo
And heavy clouds hang low,
Brown.
We need his strength and courage
Most of all his power;
Miss Ada Mitchell of New York is the
And we are grieved that he
guest of Mayor and Mrs. C. W. Wescott,
Should have to go.
To us it seems his task is uncompleted who are spending the summer at The
The work he craved to do
Battery.
Is still undone;
Miss Edna D. Crawford is at the SherAnd yet, O God, we bow in resignation
And simply say
man House in Liberty for a vacation of
Thy will, O Lord, be done.
two weeks from her duties in the City
National Bank.
ICE AND SNOW IN JULY.
Mr. and Mrs Howard Pierce of Mars
A reminder of the hard winter we Hill and son Kent were guests Thursday

alterations

customers.

ea% by

is

1

burn

RESIGNATION

Mrs. Leroy Paul sang with fine
The church will be closed for the
next four Sundays, during which time

to attend and take part in the celebration.
There will be races, contests and general

an original poem reand read at the funeral by Mrs.

Morgan:

effect.

portance of a corfitted shoe is beaonstrated to our

are

vised

present.

daily
',uu

Plains Cemetery.
The following is

The pastor, Rev. A. C.
preached an appropriate sermon
which made a deep impression on those

•s“,l every effort has
been
upon this point.
It has

!

Mass.,

PERSONAL

j

Moore of Whitingsville,

the

service to his town, county and State.
was in the family lot in the

Elliott,

liampden Academy

were

The burial

on

is

Edward A.

by Rev Charles

Rev. Harry Upton of Springvale will
be the preacher next Sunday and other

vated flowers.

a

m.

deputy sheriffs

conducted the services. She paid a glowing tribute to his life and character and

gation, including many summer visitors
from Northport and the vicinity, attended the Flower Service last Sunday morning. The church was beautifully decorated with a profusion of wild and culti-

ALUMNI.

The

and 7.30 p. m.; with Bible school at 12
Mid-week service Thursday at
7.30.

North

founded
C'CC? K,ni®hV’
by Gele“ Burgess,
C,"
ld".

W. Martin.

Rev. A. C. Elliott, pastor;
parsonage, 26
High street; Tel., 157-4. A large congre-

Wednesday

t1E,:

Congress street at 9 a.

The pastor will spend a part of his
vacation at Northlield, Mass., and on his
return will be at the shore nearby and
will be available for service should occasion arise.

Field Day and picnic on the
Academy campus Auk 11th.
Every one who ever attended the historic old institution is cordially invited
are

Personal.

Funeral services for the late Frank A.
Cushman were held Wednesday, July
21st. There was a prayer at thh home on

o’clock.

these services.

great interest in the vro ceedings.
CONDON BROWN

CENtF

FIVE

Funeral of F. A. Cushman

well known preachers will occupy the
pulpit on the remaining Sundays in August, and everyone is cordially invited to

charming in a dainty gown w’ith a shower place on Water street at 7 a. m., August
bouquet of white carnations. They were 4th. He had lived in and near Belfast
"
s"u,-h with “The Birth of
attended by Mr. and Mrs. George Daggett ; for about 16 years and was for some time
most popular dramatic
of Poor’s Mills. The groom is the son of \ employed as a millman for Fred A.
er created.
iabylon and glorified Pales- Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe T. Cross of Morrill j Holmes at North Belfast. He was born
lerance,” the mightiest and his bride is the daughter of Mr. and i in Harrison, April 14, 1852, -the son of
evef has conceived.
James and Mary (Rand) Newcomb. The
Helds of Flanders with Mrs. Philip Jackson of Montville. After
'.rla,» the epic of the a short bridal trip they will return to Bel- funeral arrangements have not been
hc trench an<i British fast, their future home.
made.
11

;

County Convention.

1920.

o.

Miss Alice Sawyer has returned to
Mrs Alice Frost Leonard of
Meriden,
Portland after a visit with Miss Grace A. Conn., is
visiting her mother, Mrs. Lena
bearers. The house was filled with neigh- Lord.
Frost.
bors and friends, business associates and
Rev. David L. Wilson and family of
Mr. M. G. Prentiss of Brewer was
odist Church, Rev. Charles W. Martin,
the
the county officers. The funeral services Bath are at Georges Lake,
Liberty, for guest of his son, H. M. Prentiss, last
pastor; parsonage, No. 7 Court St.; telewere held at 10.30 a. m. at the old home- the season.
week.
phone, 213.11. Sunday morning preachstead in Montville, where he was born
Mrs. James F. Preston and son Faulking, 10.45; Sunday school, 12 m. Evening and
O. R. Bowden of
Somerville, Mass., is.
always lived until he went to Belfast ner of Portland are guests of Mrs. John
service at 7.30. Prayer meeting this,
the guest of bis niece, Mrs. Orlando
to take up his duties as High Sheriff. No M. Hinchman.
Thursday, evening at 7 30
Moody.
higher tribute of respect could be paid to
Miss Pearl Havener of Portland is the
Services at Mason’s Mills church will
Charles R. Coombs and family are'
his life than the great number of people
guest of Mr. and Mrs. George Havener,
be held Sunday at 10.30 a. m. with
spending a week or more at the.r cotthat were present at the services, not
Waldo avenue.
preaching, followed by the Sunday school.
tage at Tilden’s Pond.
only the house being full but a large
At the Trinity Reformed church there
Fred A. Johnson and family left SatDr. and Mrs. Elmer Small leave Thurs„
number of people were on the lawn.
will be preaching at 2.30 p. m., followed
urday to spend a few weeks at Lake
day for visits in Lynn and Cape Cod*
There were immense quantities of beauby the Sunday school. Rev. William
George, Liberty.
tiful flowers from county officials, busiMass., also in New York.
Vaughan, pastor. Tel. 221.21.
Mr. George R. Poor of New Bedford,
ness associates,
relatives, friends and
Dr. and Mrs. Ernest S. Webber with
The First baptist Church. Rev.
Mass., has been a guest of his sister,
neighbors.
their two little sons were in Harmony
Ueorge C. Sauer, pastor; residence, 13
Miss Abbie Poor.
The bearers were life-long friends and
over Sunday, the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Cedar; telephone, 123-11. Services are
Mrs. Harry Dale and son Junior of
Messrs. J. J. Clements, M. M.
neighbors,
Mervyn Ames.
held in this church throughout the vacaWentworth, J. W. Wentworth and J. W. Wollaston, Mass., are guests of Mr. and
Walter F. Perry left Tuesday morning
tion season at the usual hours, 10.45 a. m.
Tibbetts. Mrs. F. H. Morgan of Morrill Mrs. Virgil L. Hall.

with Senator Harding and was able to
to Maine a first hand view of
the Republican candidate and to give a

and

Resolutions

THE CHURCHES

Face.

bring back

The Waldo county convention for the
purpose of nominating a candidate for
sheriff, was held last Monday.
There
was a

to

!

There is in it every incident essential
the making of a great photoplay, and a
superb cast, excellent direction, wonderful photography and remarkable
stage
effects will warrant the exhibitor giving
to this unusual and novel production the
full measure of publicity.

The Waldo

Face

Hon. Guy P. Gannett of Augusta, memSt. Margaret’s Episcopal Church,
ber of the Republican National CommitRev. D. M. Brookman, D. D., priest in
tee, has just returned from Ohio. While
charge. On Sunday, August 8th, at 10.45
there he went to Marion to take part in
a. m. there will be morning prayer with
the ceremonies in connection with the
sermon.
notification of Senator Harding of his
Methodist Church. People’s Methnomination. Mr. liannett had long talks

to

and

Ain

Harding

out pause.

nomination

FKIDaY
Wife’s Friend.”

V

the singular distinction of being
practically without lapse of time, and is an
exceptionally fast-moving story in which
one situation crowds upon another
with-

can
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last possible dollar out of them, we should
have today a stand of growing pine and

Republican loumalPub.

The

Co.

spruce

instead of vast

areas

In September we may look out on the
Atlantic for the coming of the beat and
biggest airship in existence. And it will
be the property of America, though built
by tbe British experts who have been
most successful with dirigibles. The entirely satisfactory flight of the R-34 from
England to Newfoundland attracted the
attention of our government to the standard of excellence which had been established by the Vickers concern, and led to
an agreement for the building of an airship that would surpass the largest and
most powerful of its predecessors. Thus
it is that the immense vessel, temporarily
named the R-38, which is under construction at Bedford, England, will upon completion be handed over to a party of
American air force officers and men and
be piloted by them under our own flag
The crew
over the ocean to New York.
of fifty-five men, under Commander Louis
Maxfield and Lt. Pennoyer, have arrived
in England and received a cordial welcome from the officials of the British air
ministry at Howden, who are arranging
for their visitors a course of training that
will familiarize them with the details and
qualify them for the handling of the novel
ship which they are to navigate to the
United States
It is evidently no small airship that
needs and carries a crew of fifty-five.
Compare her with the famous R-34,
whose length was 639 feet, lifting capacity 30 tons, and range 4134 miles. The
length of tbe R-38 is 694 feet, S inches,
her normal lift is 82.7 tons, her full-speed
range is 5190 miles and her cruising-speed ;
range 9400 miles—the nominal full speed
being 67 miles an hour and the cruising
speed 45. But from the 2400 horsepower
of her six engines there may be obtained
a maximum speed of seventy-one miles j
Who said Pacific? Naval aviaan hour.
tors have hinted at the flight to come. If
our mighty airship satisfies expectations |
on her first voyage, we shall not be sur- j
prised to see her quickly headed across

of worthless

growth. Here and there in the State are
A. 1. BROWN. Editor.
holdings of what are called wild lands on
which can be seen a thrifty forest of
ADVERTISING TERMS. For one square,
one inch length in column, 50 cents for valuable young trees which were spared
one week and 35 cents for each subsequent by the axe, but they
ar^ exceptions, not
iniertion.

the rule.

In advance,
Subscription Terms.
$2.00 a year, il.OOfor six months; 50cents
for three months.

A Grecian army has been sent to European Turkey and French forces have gone
to Syria in Asiatic Turkey, with rifles,

QUOTATION.

machine guns and cannon, to present the
beatitude of world wide democracy to the
fanatical followers of Mohammedanism,
of whom in Turkey alone there are about

Time goes you say? ah no,
Alas! Time stays, we go.
Or else were this not so
What need to chain the hours,
For youth were always ours.
Time goes you say? ah no.

25,000,000, while in Arabia, Persia, India
and Egypt, which countries England now
practically controls, there are about 175,000 000 more. The Sultan of Turkey says

—Austin Dobson
THE RAILROAD COMPROMISE

the Mohammedans will never bow the
knee to the mandates of the League of
Nations.
Whether this is mere bluster

The railroad conductors, the engineers,
the firemen, the other trainmen, and the
switchmen each have a union or brotherhood and are known by railroad men as

do not know, but it is a fact that
great unrest prevails in what is known
Affairs there are unsetas the Far East.
we

the “big live.” The railroad blacksmiths,
the carpenters and other trades have six
distinct unions, and there are five other
unions of employes, making in all sixThere are more
teen railroad unions.
than

tled if not dangerous. It is fortunate for
us that, thanks to our united Republican
Senators and almost half of our Democratic Senators in Congress, the United
States is not involved in foreign intrigues.

railroad employes in the

1,800,000

United States and most of them are
members of some one of the unions. Until within the last two years these six-

Investigations made a year ago showed
in 40 different industries, labor was

that
not

groups have acted independently of
each other, but the effort and tendency
has been to unite in a general demand
an

year

which would be,

on

an

remarkable but it does indicate that
the workers have begun to realize that it
is the efficient man who keeps his job,
and it is the inefficient who loses it, when

be

average,

S550 each. Al! these unions did
not make this demand and threaten to
Liic

il

uiucuac

uui

was

presidential year and, for political reasons, our Democratic administration did
not dare to refuse the demand, neither
did

Republican

our

congressmen

nor

dare to

Democratic

our

do

so.

business is slack.

gidiucw,

but there was sufficient unanimity to
make the demand imperative. This is a

Further-

IUC

j

Senator Harding, Republican candidate
for President, in his speech of acceptance
made it clear that he was for America
first.
Governor Cox, the Democratic
candidate for President, after his interview with Mr. Wilson made it perfectly

CUUUUCIU,

UVCl

me

waici

lu

Equip Your Small Car
With Goodyear Tires

_,_r

Goodyear Tires in the 30x3-, 30x3V2-

and 31 x4-inch sizes are manufactured
with characteristic Goodyear care to
build high relative value into every
carcass and tread*
Last year more cars taking these sizes,
were

In order
available

to make these tires widely
to users of such cars, we are

operating the world’s largest tire

factory aevoted

to

these sizes*

If you own a Ford, Chevrolet, Dort,
Maxwell or other car requiring one
of these sizes, go now to the nearest
Goodyear Service Station Dealer for
Goodyear Tires and Goodyear Heavy

Hawaii, I

American taxpayers and sent to England
a national toy which will not be of

for

Not
any practical benefit to anybody.
long ago four airplanes left New York for
a flight to Nome,
Alaska. A big army
train consisting of some 80 trucks is
making a three months* trip from Washington, D. C., to California. If we had
a National budget law there would be no
lump sum appropriations and Messrs.
Baker and Daniels could not thus spend
I millions of public money wastefully. We j

Tourist Tubes.

lirst.
they knew that in case the demand plain that he was for Wilsonism
may be wrong but we think the common
was not complied with a
strike would
MEASLES
sense of this country wishes the govern
follow, manufactures wrould cease beA remarkable decrease in the number ment to practice rigid economy, at least
cause transportation to and from our factories would not be possible, millions of of deaths from measles in Maine during till Liberty bonds are worth in the market
willing workers would be idle and tens of the past year, has been brought to light more than they are now.
millions would reach, if they did not in the compiling of vital statistics for
THIS SOUNDS GOOD
The gov- 1919 by the Maine Department of Health. |
pass the verge of starvation.
four
such
deaths
There
were
but
during
ernment jockeyed and parleyed and finalAn increase of 28,000,000 bushels in
ly established a Railroad Labor Board the past twelve months as compared with the country’s wheat crop as compared
with last month, with a total forecast of
composed of nine men, three represent- 102 measles deaths in 1918. The death
509,000,000 bushels; a prospective corn j
:
reis
further
record
for
the
past yTear
ing the brotherhoods, three representing
:rop larger than last year’s and largei |
the interests of the railroads and three markable in that a decided decrease is
:rops of oats, barley, white potatoes,|toThis board noted in every disease except cancer and tiacco, flax and rice than were grown a
representing the public.
year ago, were the features of the govmade a full investigation of wages in whooping cough.
ernment's crop reports issued Saturday
Measles as well as the other so called
similar industries, of the relation beby the Department of Agriculture.
tween wages and the cost of living, the “children’s diseases” is not necessary
hazards of the employmeut, the skill re- and must not be treated too lightly.
of mothers are now coming to
Children
quired anu all other matters connected Thousands
understand that it is nothing less than
FOR FLETCHER’S
with the questions under consideration. criminal to
wilfully expose their children
The board reported that:—“Generally to measles just “to get t over with.”
C A 3 T O R 1 A
,
the scale of wages paid railroad employes
s
substantially below that paid for
more,

factory-equipped with Good-

year Tires than witn any other kind*

and then with one “leg” more to a landing on the shore of Asia.—Boston Herald.
This airship will cost more than a million dollars, taken from the pockets of

the hour production per man has increased. This increase cannot be said to

about

SlllKc

than 70 per cent efficient as
Re-

ports from the same industries shows
that during the last four or five months

increase of wages. Sometime last
Spring such a demand was made to the
amount of about one billion dollars a
for

more

compared with normal standards.

teen

Might;- Airship

America’s

If the forest*

of Maine had been managed with reasonable regard for the future, instead of
being cut off with a view of getting the

Goodyear Heavy Tourist Tubes

30 x 3Y2 Goodyear Double-Cure <fc^ 350
Fabric, All-Weather Tread-w J—
30 x 3% Goodyear Single-Cure
50

you

are

asked

to

cost

pay for tubes of less

no more

price
costly

than the

merit—why

risk

sure protection is available?
waterproof hog_

casings when such

Fabric, Anti-Skid Tread-—

30 X

3’/^ size

is

»—-

Cry

simiiar work in outside industries”.
“that .usiice as well as the maintenance
of an essential industry in an efficient

condition, requires an increase to practically all classes,” of railroad men.
The
board awarded

a

total increase of about

three days’ confer$626,000,000.
ence in Chicago the railroad unions and
brotherhoods
decided to accept this
award “under protest.” Time will disAfter

a

close whether “this protest” is a threat or
merely an expression of dissatisfaction.
Justice has been given them, and if the
brotherhoods threaten another strike it
will be

“hold up,” and the time wifi
have arrived when we ought to decide
whether the brotherhoods or the public
should be the supreme power, in the
a

United States.

Losing pay

colds and disorders that could he avoided.
Lots of time and money are lost because 01 needless ills. Whenever
you
are out in wet weather, or have
headaches, or are at all constipated, a
good dose of “L.F.” Atwood’s Medicine taken immediately, will safeguard your health and prevent serious iliness from developing. Don’t wait until you begin to notice bad effects but
use it whenever there is the slightest
symptom ot trouble.
It can’t do any harm, and will aid your digestion at ail
times.
After a short time you will be pleasantly surprised with
your general condition. With your stomach, liver and other
organs working properly all the time, you will take a greater
interest in your work, your blood will be purer, and you will
be less tired at night after a hard day’s work.
Start using this well-known old standby, today.
Get a
bottle from your dealer, 50c for 60 teaspoonful doses. “L.F.”
on account of

Medicine Co., Portland, Maine.

BURIED ALIVE
Mr.

Bryan has

dug up his buried
and to his surprise it was not
dead.
It was the same old Democratic
heart which has as many lives as a cat.
He restored it to that part of his stomach
“heart

known

DALWVA Kt->

Patterson &

wood

is

these

are

needed.

“national

forests” and

it is

business, or a part of your business,
to see that they are properly managed

muscles, "neuralgia”,
screness, aching back, pimples, boils, rashes and other
eruptions, usually result
from self-poisoning by products of imperfectly digest-

in the

or

non-eliminated food.'

Pound in Oil

Costly Drug
icnmyoi,

Purer Than It Need Be
Ice Cream is made higher in quality
than any law demands
because we believe
that our patrons appreciate its purity, its delicious flavor and added food value.

JERSEY

—

Jersey Ice Cream
has another advantage you’ll approve
its
famous Tripl-Seal package; a sealed thricewrapped carton that delivers Jersey Ice Cream
to you in brick form pure, firm and with
all its original deliciousness. Take home a
brick to-day.
—

"

help

to restore

activity of liver,
bowels, kidneys, and skin,

and

so

count-

eract cause and

relieve

symp-

toms.
Largest Sale of Any Medicine m the World.
Sold everywhere. In boxes, 10c., 25c.

OSTEOPATH
(OF 20 YEARS’ EXPl.i

Look for the

Jersey Sign

”

Made by Jersey Ice Cream Company, Lawrcnae, Mass,
SOLD BY

Pumped

rare
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duplicate book according
ing issuing new books.

a

a
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Belfast. July 9. 1920-3wi:

Ford

Kingsbury
Bangor, Maine
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Druggists
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NOTICE
have been duly app"
Governor as Public Admin
and for the County of VV
had experience for seve.
tling estates, 1 feel conn
| prompt and reliable ser-.
j trator or as executor of v.
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very

us do your repair work.
Satisfaction guaranteed.

Let

Open Day

CASTOR IA
Signature

of

;

j

and

Night.

LOST

To lift the country out of its present
condition of chaos will require not only a
most able man, but a man of soundest
judgment, keenest intelligence and plenty !
of plain common sense. Such a man is

the

1

Full Line Accessories.

lieves in the value of united efforts. He
is never impulsive, but works out his
problems by consulting with the best
minds of his party. In the White House
he will surround himseif with the best
brains and skill the party can afford. He
knows what tremendous responsibilities
will rest on his shoulders.

For Infants and Children

I will pay you 2 1-2 ecu
cents per hundred for !'
ziues and 30 cents per hue

Buick and Overland Service Station

close

In Use For Over 30 Years

SALVAtil

THE BANKS GARAGE

understanding of the problems underlying
our present conditions of unrest. Harding
is closer to t ie masses of the people and
to their needs than any other man prominent in public life. Like Lincoln, McKinley, and Roosevelt, Senator Harding be-

Always bears

SALE

I

Harding.

Belfast.

tar

First-class shape. New
able rims, oversize tires.
May be seen at our store.
HOME FURNIS
39
b

;

CITY DDUG STORE, READ S HILLS

Savings Bank Book number10, issued
by Stockton Springs Trust Co. Finder
please return to
S. B, MERRITHEW, Treasurer.

PROPRIETORS.

READ & HILLS,

Touring

1

cosily

with

t

FULLER C. WEN

drug, formerly secured from Europe—
though a small quantity has been found
in Wyoming—is now being taken, according to report, from an oil well in northern Texas, says Popular Mechanics
Magazine in an article in its August issue.
After extracting the ichthyol, a
good cylinder oil is left.
We shall need

dni

Notice is hereby given that
Book iNo. 13987, issued
been lost and application ha-

Texas Field
a

North

Belfast Savin*.

_I
»

Painful
Sensations

Or Can is c. Ill

|

your

ii*

;

j Sold byDeeJersinthis Neighborhood

The passenger steamer Governor Cobb,
for many years on the New York, Massachusetts and Maine summer runs of the
Eastern Steamship Lines out of Boston,
was sold Monday to the Peninsula & Ocbidental Steamship Co. The Governor
Cobb will be delivered about Sept. 1 and
placed permanently on the Key West and
! Havana service on which she had been
operated on charter during winter months
for several years.

2,pulp

as

jywiwpi

Saturday Cove,

Thurston &

long as
Well, Mr. Secretary,

per year

.'I .u

FOR SALE

Made to order for us of
i terial. Been used very id
further use for same.
V.
HOME FURNIS
| gain.
29
ii

On Cold Davs Hot Tea,
On Hot DaylCoid Tea.

THE GOV. COBB SOLD

wood and that by proper cutting and conservation they can be made to yield

000,000 cords

■H1WWI..Wpi

f

as

The United States Secretary of Agriculture says that the National forests of
Alaska contain 100,000,000 cords of pulp

I

BELFAST, MAINE

crop in Aroostook is about
The oat crop is looking well.

normal.

I

Sylvester

GOODYEAR SERVICE STATION

planting.
The hay

the cardiac region, and fervently exclaimed, “I am a Democrat.”

ed

CROPS.

Frank S. Adams, whose duties as chief
i of the division of markets, department
j of agriculture, takes him all over the
State and at frequent intervals, says in
regard to the appearance of the crops:
The
apples in the vicinity of Augusta
I
1
are very light and the crop will he s:nali.
In York county the crop is good and rej ports from Massachusetts and New York
! say that the crop there is good,
i
Corn is very backward and if we do
not very soon have some corn growing
I fear the sweet corn crop will
weather
I
j be nearly a failure. We had so much cold
and rainy weather earlier in the season
| that the corn is not in its usual good conI dition at this time.
The hay crop on the clay loam is not so
i
good as last year, while it appears all
right on the higher land. I should judge
that the entire hay crop this year would
be about 10 per cent short of last.
The potatoes in the northern part of j
Aroostook seem to look better than in the
southern part. In general I find that the
crop will be about 20 per cent short of {
last year. Many poor stands are seen
If they had existed last year we natural- j
ly would’have laid it to the borax that:
did so much damage, but this year it was
caused by the heat and dryness in May

For Sale

WANTED
Man with team or auto who can give bond
to sell 137 Watkins home and farm products.
Biggest concern of kind in the
world.
$1500 to $5000 yearly income.
i Territory in this county open. Write toJ. R. WATKINS CO
day to
4t28*
Dept. 114, Winona, Minn.

|

A 12-ROOM HOUSE, modern improve
ments, partly furnished, barn, garage,
nearly an acre land, garden, berries and
fruit trees. On easy terms.
16tf

MRS. W. H. COOMBS,
23 Washington Street.

I will call promptly and p
est market prices.
SAM ITU
16 Cros
Tel. 229-4

WANTED
At the Belfast Home for Amatron. An applicant mu.tive ability and be physica
the work. A comfortable
right party is assured. Ap.
MRS. E. K. BH
MRS. SARAH
DR. ELMER SM
1

W L COOK
Undertaker
Licensed Embalm^
License 377.

Belfast,

Maine.

Tel-(’1'’

|

US'
111 1111
P'

lNTEN DOES
,i K 18-ROOM

ALL THE WORK
HOUSE SINCE

|

^

i

!
i

..ilies have left me since I
fanlac and i am enjoying
th than I have in five
siatemeat made recently
Buulen of 875 Congress

KNOX RlOUtf.

MOinKuE.
Miss Ida Cur ..is is spending her vacation in town.

1920, in his 85th year. The passing of
l)r. Roberts is worthy of some considerable notice.
His grandfather, Joseph

visiting

Mrs. Morrison of Lynn, Mass, is the
guest of her sister, Mrs. E. S. Curtis.

The rains have been just what were
needed to make the gardens grow.

the week-end at Mr Little lie Id’s
parents.

born mi Brooks, and nearly all settled in
and about Brooks.
Therefore the history
of the Roberts family is very nearly identical with the first
tory of Brooks.

fitly

years

Whal-n of Island Falls is spending his vacation at Fred Cunningham’s.
Mrs. Josie Lufkin entertained the Lar

^arJ

of the his-

and Mrs. Montie Clark has been
B. Ingraham,
ms mother, Mrs. C.

Mr.

visiting

Mr. and Mrs. William Ferry and children are guests of relatives in town.

soldier of the Revolutionary
Roberts,
Mrs. Laura Brown is at her old home
War, was the first white man to settle in
for the uumier.
iier niece is with her
the town of Brooks
He was the father
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Littlefield spent
of 24 children, nearly all of whom were
a

HEK UP.
vM u BUILT

I

WILLIAM PINKNEY ROBERTS
l)r. William Pinkney Roberts, born in
the town of Brooks, January, 1836, an 1
died in the city of Los Angeles, June 5,

km club ot ten at her pleasant home July
22.

Mrs. Glover of Massachusetts has been
at Isiac Ingraham's.

Mrs. Fannie Shute, who has been visiting Mrs. Bessie Ingraham, has returned
home.
Mr. and Mrs Neil Whitcomb of Waterville are visiting her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Isaac Ingraham.
Corn is not looking very well. Potatoes
looking fine. H. P. Banton has a field
of very nice potatoes.
are

so
long that I did not
|
Dr. Roberts’ father was Dr. Jacob RobMr. Frank Clement has been entertainMrs. W hite and daughter of New York
oiyth.ng and life was
Almatia Bennett of
continued
who
Mrs.
in
medicine
Brooks
.ou,”
erts,
practiced
city are spending the summer in town ing ins aunts, Mrs.
si ion was so bad that
Chicopee Falls, Mass., and Mrs. Laura
for nearly forty years, and was one of camping at the Chase house.
Mrs. Bennett is
Madison of Oklahoma
my appetite and
the best known and best trusted physiMrs. Bertha Nealley, who is ill with 93 years old; Mrs. Madison 76 years. They
,ii .soured on my stomcians in Waldo county during the first bronchial trouble, is gaining, iier daugh- took in the centennial at Portland
Mrs.
inisery for hours. My
ter, Mrs. Getchell, is with her.
Bennett went up in an aeroplane while
half of the nineteenth century.
iibly upset that a
11 y impossible, for I
Mr. and Mrs, Fied Dickey have re- she was there.
Dr. William, before reaching his ma.ss
until it was early
turned to their borne in Amesbury, Mass.,
the
advice
of
jority, anticipated
flora e
jm close mv eyes to
after spending their vacation at L C.
KNOX.
morning weak and Greeley and went West to grow up with Dickey’s.
so
miserable that the country. Graduating from ihe medi,K
Rev. El bridge Davis preached at the
Rev. A. W. Lorimer spoke at the
burden.
I tried cal
college of Chicago, he practiced his church July 25 in the interest of 1he stream July 25th.
but none of
iues,
He w is assisted
by
and I was growing profession in Michigan, Illinois, and Wis- Sunday school.
Vernon Thompson is helping Sumner
He made a specialty of tubercu- William Ferry of Massachusetts.
‘be time in spite of consin.
Abbott in haying.
lar diseases, and was one of the very first
Mrs. A. P. Moore is still confined .to
Alma Woodbury spent the week-end
.v people talking
physicians in America to advocate a her bed
Her friends gave her a post with friends in Belmont.
up mind to give it a
scientific diet treatment and pure air as eard shower on her birthday July 23.
Mrs. Myra Bryant w'as home from
uly two bottles, but
She also received a very handsome birtha cure for such diseases.
He was one Of
a wonderful change
Thorndike Sunday recently.
day cake, made and presented by Miss
already I feel like a the founders of the American Health RePhyllis
for which she wishes to
Perry S ibles, vvl.o is working in BelMy appetite sort Association of Chicago, and in con- thank allHaley,
fast, was home over Sunday.
in eat
whatever 1

J
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roubled with in-

nection

with

that

movement

he

was

Mrs

My nerves are as appointed as a special commissioner to
1 sleep just as soundinvestigate the climatic conditions in the
ume l go to|bed|unUnited States. lie traveled extensively
And of mornings
through the western states from Chicago
all
housemy
loing
to California, making a thorough study
: eighteen rooms and

>-

except in

natural
i my vitality and
lac credit for it all.”
a

Belfast by Head &
C. Dow & Co.,
it. Pilh.y, Stockton

by l
1

oi

uie

ciimauc

sections.

conditions

Today there

in

are scores

StAKSV.ONT.
The Ladies’ Aid of tiie M E church
will hold a mid summer sale o
aprons
and fancy articles on the church lawn
if the weather is suitable on Aug. 10th.
Ice cream will be on sale. If the weather
is stormy the sale will be held in the
vestry.

dillerent

of sani

for the treatment of tuberculosis
places recommended by
him where the patients live out of doors

tariums

in the

There

very pleasant family gaththe home of Mr. and Mrs.
Lharles Cushman July 18. The guests
w re:
Mr. Cushman's sister, Mrs Inez
brown of Warren. Mr. and Vis. Elmer
Cushman of Somerville, Mass., Mr. and
Mrs. Maynard Cushman and sons Lei.ind
and Lawrence of Searsmont. Mr. an'1
Mrs Irving Hall and three
hildren of
Belfast, Mr. and .Mrs. Merril. Cushman
and little soa Ernest of Searsmont, Mrs.
Ra ph Fowler and son Ralph, Jr., of
Rockland.

various

er

Ion, Winterport by night and day the year around. He was
I n ion, F. A Mcalso one of the organizers of the Amerin, Farwell Brothers,
can Invalid Aid Society of
F. Grant, Franklort.
Boston, a work
which has resulted tlnough scientific
m

B

Decoration

1!

her home to look

wants

ive, but only the few
important part color

i
c

he effects they admire
decorator has been emof

such

skill is propurse, so the

erage

responding beauty of
aid to be relegated to the
in

lf-

hies.
are easily
by eliminating
vents, and giving care-

.vtormations
ge rooms

ilie

\
\
|

1

Walls

olor scheme.

<

atral tint, light ecru or
\ i‘li a
yellow or pinkish
s with
any furnishings

treatment with proper food and pure air
in saving thousands of lives from the
awful tubercular scourge. I doubt if any
other physician in this country has de"
voted more faithful years to the scientific
study of this dreaded disease than Dr.
Roberts. In the middle West for the last
20 years or more he has been Known far
and wide

“The Lunger’s Friend.”
like his grandfather, the old Revolutionary soldier, Dr. Roberts was always

interested in the political questions o his
day; in fact politics and patriotism seem
to flow in the blood of the Roberts fam-

ily. His father was the first man in
Brooks, and one of the first in WTaldo
county, to enlist in the Whig party.
Through his quiet but tireless activity

Brooks,

up to

ng

Grace Batchelder of
at Frank Hubbard’s.

Brooks is

Mr. and Mrs. Henry McCorrison and
children visited hissister, Mrs. Cora Vose,

recently.

Mr. and Mrs Everett I arrabee

are

re-

ceiving congratulations on the birth of
oorn July 18th.
son, 12 Ids

a

.NORTH SEAR SPORT.

was a

The Minute Man statue

at

Rev
Edward Cunningham of New
York gave some very interesting reminescent talk at the M. E. church Sunday
July 25th. lie referred to some of the old
families who attended church here, when
he was a young nun, among whom were
the names of Muzzjy and Bars!owe. Mr.
Cunningham’s talk was followed by an
excellent sermon by the pastor Rev. E
E. Harrison, the suoject. of which was:
The hymns were
“The Denial of 1’eter
led by the choir and orchestra and the
congregation joined heartily in the sing-

as

the town of

visiting

ing.

on

Mr. and Mrs. L. Ward of Prospect called
Capt. and Mrs. G. E. Chapin recently.

Men gave battle to the British
Troops and tired “The shot heard
round the world.”
Every motor highway and by- way
throughout picturesque New England and New > ork is a part of
the long “Socony Trail.”

Mrs. Daniel Carlton has sold her cottage at the lake to Russell Carter of Belfast.

The sign of a reliable dealer
and the worlds best Gasoline

Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Matthews and son
on relatives in

Ashley of Beliast, called
| town a few days ago.

Cards have been received from Bar
Harbor announcing the birth of a son to
Mr and Mrs Clifford F. Carne.

Dealers Who Sell Socony Gasolene

Charles Hills, Jr., and sisters, Misses
Edna and Beatrice, accompanied by a
trend, Mr Hyland, are here and opened
the Hiii’s bungalow for the season.
Mrs. Zenrs Talbot of Winter Harbor
has been visiting her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. R G Seeley in Swanville who have
also entertained their youngest son Har-

BELFAST

vey.

BANKS’ GARAGE
CITY GARAGE
HALL HARDWARE COMPANY
HARDING & RACELIFFE

that time al-

ways a
Democratic stronghold, voted
be, simply more than
two to one in favor of Harrii
ired wall hangings are
son and Tyler, the Whig Candida es for
xcelient elTect in large
President and Vice President. His brothv chintz
papers are ofte 1

ought

s

LORD & CO.

to

HARRY WALKER
WINDSOR HOTEL STABLE

..

r

bedrooms
tones

-am

;

or

in

are

summer

the safer

er, the late Hon. Barnabas M. Roberts
formerly a State senator from Waldo

|

ti
>

mneal” papers
to hang.
finish

any
v

are

age

as

are

are

inex-

so

much

the only form of
well as in more

Here again it is well
g designs.
Occasion-

s.

county,

a

throughout
for our

was
true patriot.
More
than forty years ago he prepared a bill
for the Legislature of Wisconsin which
became a law in that State providing for
the raising of the Stars and Stripes over
a

the “Little Red School House.” I believe
this was the lirst State in the Union to
such

a

law.

oome over

two

ur.

with his wife, came
spend their remaining days in this land of
flowers and sunshine. Knowing that I
am also a native of Brooks, he called on

a rug of proused with good results,
rally in a small house,

corridor,

I

is

seem

more

spacious,

re best and low toned
sirable.

very much used,
odd piece is readily
freshness and beauty by
f enamel over one or two
paint. Odd pieces like a
te is

set

or

cement old desk and
d work
table, a lamp
familiar worn piece, will
lorm of renovation, and

sealing

wax

red, Chinese

;"rest green or any
,s well with the

other
other

to keep the general
room rather quiet and
smaller accessories for
si

elFects, though a great
r
is fashionably emFeople who expect
well and not grow
sreat majority who want
enovate their rooms,
t results
with least elTort
*st

cunlining the color

^‘ades,

con-

table run-

etc.

>

I';**

-'I

«d

silks in upholstery de-

N0RTHPORT

C. O. DICKEY & CO.
C. E. PERKINS

SEARSMONT

V. A SIMMONS & CO.

SEARSPORT

establishes a
standard for

STOCKTON

AMES GROCERY CO.
PL. HUPPER

SWANVILLE

NICKERSON A DAMM

WALDO

L. R. STEVENS

W. R GILKEY A SON
O. SAWYER A CO
fred e. stinson

C

NORTH SEARSPORT

new
su-

confidence in its
accuracy.

PATTEFSON & SYLVESTER
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Catarrhhl Deafness Cannot Be Cured
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure catarrhal
deafness, and that is by a constitutional
remedy. Catarrhal Deafness is caused by

inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube, When this
tube is inflamed you have a rumbling
sound or imperfect hearing, and when it
is entirely closed, Deafness is the result.
Unless the inflammation can be reduced
and this tube restored to its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever.
Many cases of deafness are caused by
catarrh, which is an inflamed condition
of the mucous surfaces. Hall’s Catarrh
Medicine acts thru the blood on the mucous services of the system.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for
any case of Catarrhal Deafness that cannot be cured by Hall’s Catarrh Medicine.
Circulars free. All Druggists, 75c.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo,O.
an

W

CHARLES MESERVIE

you may
accept the statewith full
ment

hy People Buy Bat-snap in Preference to RatfPoison.

<1) RAT-SNAP absolutely kills rats
and mice. (2) What it doesn’t kill it
an find
printed designs scares away. (3) Rats killed
with RAT'c of
decorative elegance SNAP leave no smell, they dry up inside.
d. Florentine silks that <4> Made in cakes, no mixing with other
wide show Japanese, food. (5) Cats or dogs won’t touch it.
Three sizes, 25c, 50c, SI. 00. Sold and
Egyptian and India de- guaranteed
by Hall Hardware Co., City
lly elective with a lightedI Drug Store and
A. A. Howes & Co.
dS
window hangings or for
In
the
Sweet Briar silks with!
spring of 1820, one hundred years
designs and Batiks in won- ago, a man named William Wurts drove a
team of mules drawing a ton of anthracite
that rival hand dyed texcoal, from the mine surface to the Delaf the
best of the newesti .ware river. This ton of coal was
floated
1
ford opportunity for am down the river on a raft of
pine logs, to
The home should le!
'J'*vable.
!18Philadelphia, and was the first shipment
Comfortable butt of hard coal in this country. During that
,ie note of beauty, which year 365 tons went to the seaboard by
‘s8>ven to it.
Viery 8imP,y if a littles mule team and raft. The hard coal output of the United States this year will be
Jkanette Van Reypen
about 100,000,000 tons.
Hrt-

J"

cushions,

MORRILL

skid.ing,

me, and during his two years’ residence
in this citv scarcely a fortnight passed in
which he did not come to my office at the
close of court and talk with me about the
early history of our native town. His
mind was as fresh and clear on the affairs of that town three score and ten
years ago as if they had happened yesterday. 1 learned more of the history of my
native town and ot the lives of its early
settlers from my conversation with him
than I had ever known before. Dr. Roberts w^s active to within a very few days
of his death.
A genial and kindly soul, bright in
|
| hope, pure in purpose, and strong in faith
left this world in the passing of Dr. William Pinkney Roberts.—Frank S. Forbes,
Los Angeles, Calif.

WALTER A. YOUNG
GEORGE L. EDMUNDS

Hence when we
say that the Michelin Universal Cord

preme durability
and freedom from

nooerts,
to Los Angeles to

years ago

LIBERTY

J. F. VICKERY

been marked for
th* ir conservatism

publicans in Congress.

pass

our

claims
gouds have

COSTELLO M. WILLIAMS

career cur

and had he been elected he doubtless
would have been one of the leading ReDr. Roberts

i. mason co.

EAST BELFAST
ISLESBORO

UNIVERSAL CORD

Whig, Abolitionist, and later
Republican, was one of the recognized
leaders of the more progressive faction of
vng less expensive,
the Republican party in Waldo county
.ashes are easily applied
during his later years. At one time a
: ice, even over old wall
candidate for Congressional nomination,
)oth and fast, and what
nedium-sized rooms of
and have the additional

the

near

bridge at Concord, Mass., where.
the Minute
on April 19, 1775,

Edwin Carter has sold the Jennie Cass
f .rm to a man from Worcester, Mass.

----

Probate Notices

$5,000

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, in vacation, on
the 14th day of July. A, D. 1920.

Tojbuy antiques,

furniture a specialty.
I
want nice pieces, old and original.
For
such articles will pay good prices.
h. r. McDonald,
45 Northport Ave., Belfast.
Tel. 110.

certain instrument purporting to he an
authenticated cop of the last will and testaA

There’s

a

Difference

between the flavor, crispness and satisfaction of

Post
Toasties
and

ordinary corn flakes.

Next time

order from
the grocer, get the best at
the same price. Tell him to
send you Post Toasties.
you

Best Corn Flakes Made
Postum Cereal Company,Inc.
Battle Creek,
Michigan.

ment and the probate thereof of Francis M.
Caldwell, late of Philadelphia, in the County
of Philadelphia and State of Pennsylvania,
deceased, having been presented for probate
with a petition praying that the copy of said
will may be allowed, filed ar.d recorded in the
Probate Court of said Waldo County and that
letters testamentary be issued to Frances G.
Caldwell and Frank M. Riter, they being the
executors named therein.

Ordered. That the said petitioner give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
this order to be published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, in said County,
that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be
held at Belfast, within and for said County, on
the 10th day of August, A. D. 1920, at ten of
the clock before noon, and show cause, if any
they have, why the prayer of said petitioner
should not be granted.

Do You Know
It is as foolhardy to travel along with half enough insurit is to take a half a dose of medicine to economize.
You’re after full protection just as you seek absolute cure.
Why not place some insurance on your furniture, your
house or business and prepare for protection?

ance as

ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.

A true copy.

Attest:
Chas. E.

At a Probate uourt
for the Countv of
July, A. D. 1920.

Johnson, Register.

Albert J. Skidmore, administrator of the estate of Emma A. Bowler, late of Montville, in
said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition praying that he may be
licensed to sell and convey at public or private
sale certain real estate situated in Montville,
in said County, belonging to said deceased and
described in said petition.

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
this order to be published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a newt-paper
published at Belfast, in said county, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the
10th day of August; £. D. 1920, at ten of the
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be

granted.

A true copy.

Apply to

Belfast, within and
Waldo,on the 13th day of

neia at

ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge,
Attest:
Chas. E. Johnson, Register,

Furnished Room
To let with modern conveniences at No.
1 Cedar Street. Address,
WILLIAM T. NORRIS.

Dickey-Knowlton Real Estate Coinsurance

Pythian Block,

Belfast,

Maine

The subscriber I
EXECUTOR’S NOTICE.
ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE.
The subhereby gives notice that ihe has been duly scriber hereby gives notice that he has beer?
appointed executor of the last will and testa- ! duly appointed administrator of the estate of

j

ment in the State of Maine of
ELLA V. SHERMAN, late of Weathersfield.

in the

of

Hartford, State of ConnectiAll persons having demands

County
cut, deceased.
against the estate of said deceased are desired
to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately to my authorized agent,
Ralph I. Morse, Belfast, Maine
GRISWOLD
13, 1920.

J. BUR

Weathersfield, Conn., July

1

The subADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE.
scriber hereby gives notice that he has been
of
the
administrator
estate of
duly appointed
JUSTIN A R. HOMAS, late of Islesboro,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directB. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement
and all indebted thereto are requested to make
payment immediately.
GUILFORD D. PENDLETON,
Islesboro, Me., July 13, 1920.

j

J

EARL GEORGE

STEVENS, late of Liberty,

in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons
having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement
and all indebted thereto are requested to make

payment immediately.

JOHN P. SANFORD.

Liberty, Me,, July 13, 1920.

WANTED
Second Hand Kitchen Stove
and Parlor Stove.
Drop

Postal.

Will call.

P. 0. Box 182. Belfast. Me.

Harding Told of His Nomination.

Senator

SET A GOOD GKir
ON HEALTH

1

_

Look out for the unnatural weakness that indicates thinning of the
blood and lack of power. It means
that your bodily organs are starving
for want of good nourishment; that
the red corpuscles are fewer, unequal
to demands of health. Hood’s Sarsaparilla increases strength of the delicate and nervous, restores red cormakes the blood carry health

Wonderful

puscles,

The Davis

to every part, creates an appetite.
If you need a good cathartic medi-

cine, Hood’s Pills will satisfy.

WINTERPORT
Philip E. Davis of Eastport
end visitor in the village.

was a

At

week

Miss Geneva Thompson returned Sunday from a stay in New Hampshire.
Mrs. Frank Phillips of Reading, Penn.,
a guest at the home of Mr. and Mrs. W.

B. Gould.

Cates, Mrs. Joshua Treat,
Jr., and Mrs. Collette recently had telephones installed.

The formal notification of Senator Harding of his nomination for the presidency by the Republicans was a gala
The illustration shows a Pennsylvania Republican club marching through the town, and, at
event in Marion, O.
the left. Senator Harding delivering his speech of acceptance.

Miss Priscilla Parker of Bangor visited
her brother and his wife, Mr. and Mrs.

_;____I------

Mrs. C. D.

W. E.

Miss Hannah Thompson of Boston arrived Sunday to spend her vacation with
Mrs. L. L. Downes and Mrs. I. H. Davis.

Olin Downes of the Boston Post
guest in Northport this week.

was

a

Brown has arrived

Leon

from

York to join his family, who
summer here.

are

New

spend-

ing the

Charles E. Kennedy of Boston has arrived to spend two weeks with his wife
and daughter at their North Shore cot-

at her home in North Searsport last week.

tage.

•were

guests of Mr. and Mrs. Parker
Kennedy in Bucksport Friday and Satur-

Mr. and Mrs. Ira M. Cobe, who have
been in New York for the past few days
on a business trip, have returned to their

day.

summer

Rev. A. J. Lockhart, who was pastoi
of the Methodist Church here for nine

Roberts of Reading, Mass.,
has sold his attractive and comfortable
cottage on North Shore to Charlotte G.

Mrs.

Nellie Kenney returned Sunday
iiroffi a visit in Northport, where she was
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. C. A. McKenney

at their cottage.

Mr. and Mrs. George Bell of Everett,
arrived Sunday to spend their
vacation with their sisters, Mrs. F. C.
\twood and Miss Louise McDonough.

.Mass.,

Shore.

home.

John A.

Frederick F. Daws and

Mrs. Charles H. Glaster and her mother, Mrs. Greenwood, have arrived from

Bangor and opened their cottage for the !
remainder of the season.
Mrs.

j

Frederick Benson and daughter |

Marian of Youngstown, Ohio, are guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Louis K. Hirsh at their

delightful

summer

home in

I

J
East North- 1

poF.

J

Mrs. C. D. Cates, Mrs. L. C. Atwood
and the Misses Frances and Lucie Atwood
were guests at a six o’clock dinner given
by Mrs. W. R. Atwood of Bangor Thurs-

party.

day.

yeoman

the sacrament of confirmation. Many
from here plan to go to Belfast that day
to be present at the confirmation cere-

ter

whicli will take place in the Church
of St, Francis of Assisi that afternoon.

mony,

A serious accident was narrowly averted Saturday afternoon when a Buick car
driven by its owner, Harry Bernard, and

Ford
and
r

a

car
ven

o\gned by Rev. C. A. Purdy
by Norman Page, collided on

the Guide Board hill.
almost wrecked but no

Ihe

cars

were

on

the Naval Reserve Board at
D. C.

Washington,

Mrs. Evelyn H. Mudgett of Boston is
at her cottage at Bayside for a visit. Her
son Albert has been here the past week.
Later her son Frank and wife will motor
down for

a

vacation.

Mr. and'Mrs. Charles Bradbury gave a
dinner at the Country Club Saturday
night in honor of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas

Dinner wai

sons

Miss

j

'Mrs.

Lottie and Flora

Murch,

the past

ick F.

Dawes and

sons

of Larchmont.

week.

Capt. S. M. Milliken arrived Saturday
a guest of the Dodworths.
Mr.
Millixen will give a cup for a special
with Mr. and Mrs. Charles Woods, has contest of golf at the Country Club.
Mrs. Henry Ham of Lawrence, Mass.,
who had been spending the past two weeks

returned to Brooks.

and is

The Trundys and the Cranys had
picnic and clambake at Park, Aug. 1st.

a

B. F. Farnham of Portland is the
guest of his father, Mr. H. D. Farnham.

repent,” followed by communion, and at the evening service Rev.
Dr. Mower of Waterville, secretary of the
United Baptist Convention of Maine, gave
a fine and very helpful address.

Technology, specializing

chemistry.

Dr. S. C. Pattee was called to South
Shore Tuesday night to dress a forehead
wound for MissRamsdell of Bangor. She
had been playing golf at the Country
Club with

young lady friend when she
received the accidental clip in the head
with her friend’s stick.
Miss Ramsdell

FREEDOM.
Mr. and Mrs. Porter F. Webb
the latter’s mother last Sunday.

on

visited

Louis Flye is spending his vacation
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank D.

Flye.

was

a

also treated by

a

Christian Scientist

of Bangor.
A team from the Waterville Country
Club were in Northport Sunday to play
a match game of golf.
The total score
was 14 to 5 in favor of Waterville. A re-

George Miller of Brooks has been paturn game will be played later. There
pering and whitening ceiling at George
were many here from Waterville for the
Bryant’s.
afternoon. Mrs. Vaughan Hamilton is
Nettie Yeaton is the guest of her pararranging for a woman’s one club match
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Knowles
for
ents,
Bangs,
to be played soon.
two weeks.

Miss Dorothy Pickett and mother are
the guests for the month of August of
tier uncle, I. P. Griffies.
Adeibert Reynolds and family of Porton Fred and Efli^ Flye as they

amd called

passed through Freedom on their way to
visit Mr. Reynolds’ mother in Fairfield.
Among those to attend the Republican
County convention at Belfast Monday
were George Bryant, Dr. A. M. Small,
John Taylor, Philip Bryant, Philip Williams, Florian Small and Will Fuller.'

Ralph A. Peavey and party have returned from a fishing trip to Moosehead
Lake, making their headquarters at Squaw

|I

j
:

Elms recently.

Doris and son Jack of New York, Mr.
and Mrs. E. E. Roderick, daughter Druand son Burleigh of Belfast, were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Z. D. Hartshorn
and daughter Martha last week.

Clark’s Corner, High Street,

FARM

HAND

NOW

RICH

|

the Gideons Christian Commercial Trav! eleVs’ Association, conducted services last
Sunday as follows: Monroe village at
m.; Brooks at 2 p. m.; Monroe
Centre at 7.30 p. m. Monday evening at
7.30 a new Sunday school was organized
at the Pattee schoolhouse. There were
a.

thirty five present. Mr. Lorimer talked
on religious education and Mr. Ferry gave
Miss Margaret Sargent
a cornet solo.
was

elected sup rintendent.

|

PRIC1LLA DEAN

j

to visit his

Lufkin, Sr.,

father,

Lake in Maine

dred

Smith,

Mr. Everett Smith and Mr.

Lindley Smith of Orrington. The company had a picnic on Mr. J. W. Nickerson’s lawn. Mrs. Tyler’s old friends and
neighbors were very glad to see her.
CHARLES N. BIRD

1

Chicken Dinners.

5T

A LA-CARTE THROLGH THE WEEK

Phone reservations,

UNICORN

Dairy Ration
Safe, reliable and efficient.
Economical because its conThe best feed
centrated.
sold. Try it in your dairy
and be convinced.
st32eow
—■

Pticilla Dean, another of the popular "movie" stars, a short time ago
the winner of a beauty contest conducted on the western coast, has been
In the pictures but three years. She
has risen steadily until today she
ranks among America’s leading mov-

ing picture
_

stars.

—-O_

Furnished Room
To let with modern conveniences at No.
1 Cedar Street. Address,
WILLIAM T. NORRIS.

HALL & WILKINS

waamammaMcMiAaMi

David Nicoll Cant, u farmhand employed for nine years by F. C. Stark,
at Boyleston, Mass., has been identified by Boston attorneys as one of the
heirs to a $1,000,000 estate in Dundee,
Scotland, for whom search has been

WANTED
BY A YOUNG MAN a chance to work
during spare hours while school is keeping. Address

made for years.

Mr. Cant will leave
to claim his inheritance, but first he wants to help his
boss get his hay in. He has been a
farmhand for 20 years, and averaged
$22 a month wages in that time. He
has not written home for ten years,
and the fortune has been seeking him
for seven. Cant is forty-seven years
old, the youngest of six children,

Boyleston

2w32*

soon

-'
Symbolic Gateways.
Gateways are distinctly dividing
links, If one can use such a term, between the unknown and undesirable
outside
world, with an intimate
friendly and much-to-be-desired Inside
world or garden, says the Touchstone
Magazine. The hidden beauty of that
which the gate guards Is always indi-

KIMBALL-SIfIPP

They returned Wednesday accompanied
by Mr. Lufkin and Mrs. Tyler and Miss
Myra Lufkin, who has a private hospital
in Brewer; Mrs. Lyman Smith, Miss Hil-

Belfast, Maine

-^Auto Parties Accommodated-t*

Albert Henry Kimball of Boston and
Miss Mildred Irene Slipp of Belfast were
married at the residence of the bride’s

Mr. Raw-

you?

Special Sunday $2.00

beauty or opportunity dwells. It is a
suggestion of all the unknown wonders that dwell just beyond where one
stands.
It is a symbol of
something
that must be opened by knowledge or
passed through by experience.

and Mrs. Hannah Tyler.

show

LIBERTY, MAINE

ij

of the ladies’ parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
Nickerson.

car

19.50

;At the Cleanest and Prettiest

cated even on the barren outside. Such
hint of loveliness within gives careless passersby the desire to go where

July 27th Mr. Rawson Lufkin, Jr., and
daughter Beatrice went to Brewer in Mr.

we

(Pnone 156-12)

__

a

H. G. Applin and daughter Phylis of W.
Somerville, Mass., came through in the
Willson car Saturday night and are guests

our

:

LIBERTY INK

j

The Rev. A. W. Loriraer of Bangor,
Maine, Missionary for Eastern Maine,
the
American
Sunday
representing
School Union, and W. R. Ferry of NewNational Field Secretary for
I ton. Mass.,

:

|

Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Toothaker, Mrs.
Helen Tyler and Carrie Newcomb called
; on friends in Montville Sunday.

Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Willson and daughter Helena of Wollaston, Mass., and Mrs.

son

May

j

si 11a

Lufkin’s

mention.
yours,

numerous to

$29.50,

THE DAVIS SAMPLE SHOP,

Mrs. Walter

Mr. and Mrs. John Kemp of Haverhill, Mass., visited Mr. and Mrs. Henry

10.30

19 50
23 5Q

$5.00 tO 16 50

....

Truly

J

They were enthusiastic
Charles N. Bird of Northport died in
over the new State highway from Green- the Eastern Maine General
Hospital, Banville to Lily Bay, a distance of fifteen
gor, July 29th, where he had been for a
Thia week for treatment of cancer of the
miles through the Maine woods.
liver;
opens up an interesting section owned by
By occupation he was a sailor. He was
the Great Northern Maine Paper Co.
born in Northport, May 24, 1856, the son
Among tbe well-known musical guests of Albion and Rachel (Palmer) Bird. A
at the Country club Sunday evening widow and two sons survive him. The
funeral took place at his late home Satwere Pierre Monteux, leader of the Bosurday at 2 p. m., Rev. George C. Sauer
ton Symphony orchestra, and Jeisica of the Baptist church officiating.
Mountain Inn.

sister,

Cunningham.

:

....

other values too

the

Howard W., only son of Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. Charles Thayer, Mrs. Donald Thayi S. Whitman Newcomb and Miss Esther
er and little daughter Shirley motored to
Rice of Saginaw, Mich., were married at
Bangor Saturday for medical attention the
bride’s home in Saginaw, July 21.
latter.
for the
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Sanker and
The Swanville nine played the Searschildren of Altoona, Penna., will leave in
port nine last Saturday afternoon with a their auto August
14tii, for Belfast where
score of 14 to 12 in favor of Swanville.
I they will visit Mrs. Sanker’s parents,
Now Swanville watch out.
Mr. and Mrs. S. Whitman Newcomb.
Mr. and Mrs. Rawson Lufkin, Jr., and
two children, who have been the guests
MONKOE.
of Mrs. Rawson’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.

Mr. and Mrs. Shinyoku Mitsukuri, the
bright young Japanese and his bride at

to

Josephine Littlefield spent

:

Mr.

August 1st Miss Josephine Aditon was
Much to her surprise
sweet sixteen.
Sunday was a good day for the Morrill
■church—7C. pupils were in attendance at Bayside, are entering into the life at the several of the young people dropped in
Sunday school. At the morning service, Country Club as well as continuing their at about 2 p. m. Her mother being in
the pastor, Rev. Nathan Hunt, gave a study of music and tbe ways and man- the secret served ice cream and cake.
He is a Many happy returns of the day for Miss
v/ery impressive sermon from the text: nerisms of the American people.
"‘But now commandeth all men every- student at the Massachusetts Institute of Aditon.
where

weeks ago would have cost you

dresses, many patterns,

Many

have returned to their homes.

week-end with her

Ralph L. Flanders have
camping and fishing trip
in Northern Maine. They made the trip
Charles Woods recently purchased an
by auto and were accompanied by Miss
auto.
Anna Ayer, who left them at Lincoln for J. W. Nickerson, returned to their home
The Ladies’ Aid meets with Mrs. Bertie
a short business trip to Boston.
She ar- in Everett, Mass., July 29th.
Mears today (Thursday).
rived here Saturday.
Mr. Arthur Ferndine Scott came from
Bert Thomas lost one of his dogs last
Mrs. W. Morris Deisher of Reading, East Millinocket to spend the week-end
which
he
had just been offered
week, for
Penn., is entertaining the following house with Mr. and Mrs. Z. D. Hartshorn and
$80.00.
party at her summer home on the North escort his wife and two daughters, who
Oscar Capen and family of Canton,
Shore, Mrs. Emma Haines, Mr. and Mrs. have been their guests, home.
Mass., were recent callers upon Mrs Lit- Wm. McNall, Miss Rena Bechtel, Miss
At the Republican caucus Friday eventlefield and Mrs. Cross.
Rena
Miller, Clarence Deisher, Earl ing Mr. J. W. Nickerson and Mr. Charles
Mrs. Waterman of Belfast is boarding Angsdadt, Richard Miller and Miss Erma
Walker were nominated as delegates to
a few weeks with the sisters, Mrs. Ella Reaser, all of Reading.
the county convention; Mr. Ernest MadLittlefield and Mrs. Ida Cross.
Mr. and Mrs. T. George Dodworth are docks and Mr. Harold Harriman, alterFred Murch and son George of Wake- entertaining their daughter, Alma D. Tar- nates.
field, Mass., visited his mother and sister, toue of New York, Mr. and Mrs. FrederMr. and Mrs. John A. David, daughter
a

Belfast,

SWANV1LLE.

Aug. 1st.

returned from

Voile

j

guests.

Mr. and Mrs

MUKKILL.

Georgette dresses that six
price this week only

Mass., who have been visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Leo G. Herrick, have returned home,

of Larch-

The Farnhams, Damms, Webbs and
Moodys had a picnic on Thayer’s shore

Mrs. Clyde B. Roberts entertained at
her home on North Shore at luncheon
Friday at 1 p. m T le guests were: Mrs.

Mr. Lewis Mayheyv is working in the
city for R. L. Cooper,
Mrs. Sunbury and friend of Everett,
Mass., are guests of Mrs. J. E. Cross in
Northport.
Ed| Mrs. Oscar Brockhouse and sons
ward and Marshall of West Somerville,

mont, Mrs. Alma Dodworth Tartoue, J.
Mr. and Mrs. G. E. Curtis and family,
W. Dugan and Capt. Seth M. Mi'.liken of
Mr. Leo Herrick and family, Rev. and
New York.
Mrs. M. E. Curtis and daughter Ethyl,
McKeen’s orchestra, with T. George Mr. and Mrs.
H. L. Curtis, all of Belfast,
Dodworth leader, masqueraded as the Mr.
^nd Mrs. William Munroe and chil—
Country
the
Manhattan Symphony at
! dren Annie and William, Jr., of LincolnClub Sunday evening and were received ville
Beach, Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Patterj
with applause by several noted musicians shall
and children, George and Curtis,
real Manhat- j and
who had come to greet
Mrs. Annie Monroe of Belfast, mo!
^the
rectans.
Prof. Dodworth was scarcely
I tored to South Brooks Sunday and spent
ognized by his most intimate triends, but the
day with Mr. and Mrs. F. E. §Curtis
|
at once demonstrated his ability to diat their new farm which they purchased
j
rect a fantastic and discord orchestra.
last spring.
Charles F. Hammons, also in costume,
1
rendered several tenor solos in a pleasing
WEST BELFAST
manner.
Paul White of the Cincinnati t
Symphony Orchestra, a guest of Mr. and
M. A. Perry spent Sunday with his
Mrs. Vaughan Hamilton, rendered sever- 1
mother in Rockland.
al violin solos and was accompanied by
Miss Ida Scule spent Sunday „with
Mrs. Hamilton on the piano.
His selecMrs. Levi Campbell.
tions were delightful and w>ere received
Mrs. Lucy Bean of Searsmont is visitwith repeated applause.
ing Mrs. Geo. B. Dyer.

E. Shea of New York, who left Monday
for New York. Covers were laid for 15
_

■

]

$29.50

Light Taupe Serge Eton style dress, accordion plaited skirt, only

j

Miss Margaret A. Prout of Boston is a
guest at the Waquoit. She has recently
been engaged in war work and was chief

seriously injured, although W. G. Crockett, a passen- Amos J. King, Mrs. C. Chipman Pineo,
ger :n the Buick car, sustained several Mrs. C. B. Holmes, Mrs. Morris L. Slugg,
bruises and minor injuries.
Mrs. John C. Pillsbury, and Miss Clara
B. Keating
one

to You

Silk, Eton style dress, accordion plated skirt, only

cottage at North
served ondhe porch with the gentlemei
A handsome birthday cak<
assisting.
j Mr. and. Mrs. Europe McKenney and
was an attractive feature. Those preseni
children Joseph, Junior and Hildred of
I
were: Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bradbury, I
Waterville, and Mr. and Mrs. Herbert L!
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Blaisdell, Mr. and Curtis of this
city, who spent the month
j
RobB.
C.
Mrs.
Mrs. Thomas E. Shea,
of July at “Ever Welcome Cottage,”
Mrs.
erts and their house guests, Mr. and
I which they purchased last spring in East

Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Treat, Jr., accom|
W. Morris Deisher arrived recently from
panied by Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Treat,
I
Sr., and Miss Maria Treat of Boston, Reading, Penn., for a short visit at his
motored to Rockland Sunday to call on North Shore residence. With Mrs. Deish- !1
er he has been entertaining a large house
Mr. and Mrs. George Nash.

The Right Reverend Louis J. Walsh,
Bishop of Maine, is to visit the lower
Penobscot Sunday, Aug. 8th, to adminis-

Very Low Cost

....

1!

Mrs. T. George Dodworth observed he
birthday Friday night at the DodwortI

preached at the regular morning
service Sunday.
Lennon of Joplin, Mo.

years,

Sample Shop

Women, think of it! Silk Tricolette Dresses, beautifully embroidered, taupe shade, and the price only

SOUTH BELFAST

and studying. She is in private life Mrs
Julius Morse of Boston and is a guest a
the home of ^Jr. and Mrs. Isaac I. Hills

«

Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Clements and Mrs.
Eva Parker visited Mrs. Nettie W. Smart
The Misses Frances and Lucie Atwood

Swartz, formerly a member of the Bos
ton Opera company, and also of the Chi
cago Opera, who arrived Saturday ti
spend some weeks in Northport, restini

NORTHPORT

Parker, recently.

Mr. Mansur of New York City arrived
Sunday to visit the homes of Arthur Edimonds, A. C. and A. J. Edmonds.

a

Dresses]

In addition to the large stock already on hand we received
Monday
fresh from the factory some beautiful patterns in Silks, Taffetas,
Serges and Silk Tricolettes, and what talks most in this new lot is
the price.

Mrs. Clifton Coggins returned Thursday from a visit at Prospect Ferry.

is

\

father, George L. Slipp, of Belmont avenue Saturday evening, July 31st.
Rev.
George C. Sauer of the Baptist church
officiated with the double ring service.
Only relatives were present. The groom
was in service during the late war and
aince then has been engaged as a commercial man with headquarters in Boston.
His bride is the younger daughter of Mr.
Slipp and has lived at home. They will
reside for the present at the Slipp home.

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTOR1A

LOST.
Some where on the atreets last week a
bar pin set with blue stones. It is valThe finder
ued for associations only.
will please leave it at The Journal office.

!
!

CHARLES G. SANBORN.
Belfast, R. D. 4.

WANTED

To buy a stave saw or saw and machine complete. Address
! W. W. WOOD. Week's Mills, Maine.

WANTED
would like a position
as chauffeur. Gan drive any kind of
a car. Inquire at The Journal Office
A young

I

man

FOR SALE

One Overland five passenger touring
| car in fine condition, for particulars
enquire at 51 Bridge St., City,

!

!

CARD OF THANKS.
We wish to thank our many kind neighbors and friends for their thoughtfulness
and consideration during our_recent bereavement.
J. G. Hamlin,
Mr. and MRS. PEARL HAMLIN,
MR. and MRS. CLARENCE HAMLIN,
Irving a. Hamlin.

WANTED
Man with team or auto who can give
bond to sell 137 Watkins home and farm
products Biggest concern in the world;
$500 to $5000 yearly income. Territory
in this county open. Write today to
4w32
J. W. WATKINS CO.,
Dept. 115, Winona, Minn.

Liberty 25-15

(-—

Lunch Set#
Lunch Cloth-

Centerpiece'
Runners
Wall Banner#

Mats, Etc.
Embroidered and sent
fromChina. WeolTersoi
did values in these mos
embroideries.
Also han

*

Laces from China, lace1 ollars.
Mats, Fans, Fea. Fit
We invite you to cai i:
at The Journal

spect them

SUE M. PART
AMYL. WILSn.N
_/

Big Demand
FOR PAPER
We will pay $40.00 per
zines and books.
We will pay $30.00 per ton f
pers in bales or bundles
We will pay $30.00 per it
paper in bales or bundles.
All prices are f. o b. Portia
small quantities.
PORTLAND IRON &

METAL

r

i,

MPt»y

Portland Mate®

V\ anted

Housekeeper
family of three
washing. Apply to
in a

D. f.

1,1

wim

STEPHFVsON

or

5 high Mr*

FOR SALE

TORS ALE

Two story house and ell
Electric lights, trooms.
furnace, also garage (fire
large enough for three nun
cement floor and electric lights,
rent of gaiage will pa> 1
also a work shop
This
the best locations in the cit;
minutes’ walk from posi'r>
railroad and steamboat
place for a rooming and l«v
house. Inquire of
DICKEY & KNOW!..
32tf
Real Estate. Bella-

A gentleman’s solid mahogany wardrobe in fir;t-dass condition. May
be seen at 26 Miller Street, or inquire at The Journal Office.

On Bay View or Commercial
,
folded $20 bill. The finder will ”'ce‘ tJ
suitable reward by returning the -j1
THE JOURNAL OFH'r

TO LET
THREE BUILDINGS located on Pleasant street, Belfast, could be used for
manufacturing or storage purposes. For
particulars apply to
JAMES C. DURHAM.

LOST
1

]

THE

"Thursday

COLONIAL

Miles
•'■inter

Matinee 2.30.

Evening

1

DALTON

7 and 8.30

•

at

|

-IN-

“His Wife’s Friend”

CUMBERLAND ROMANCE”

s,.of thirty-seven pictures

bor

DOROTHY

J‘

DAILY

-IN-

A

M. A. Cook, Belfast’s rapid photograHenry Ford and party are at Seal Harpher, will be in Castine Thursday and
a few days in his large yacht.
will have the pageant pictures on
Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Pitcher, Prof, and Friday
sale here.
who
are
summerSleeper,
T.
Mrs. James
Work was begun Wednesday on a new
ing at The battery, left Wednesday for
Castine to remain until after the carnival plate glass front on the Dinsmore Shoe
Thursday. The excursion will go over Store. This store is always a model for
neatness and the changes will add very
today, Thursday.
Fleischman’s handsome Diesel pleasure materially to its attractiveness.

FRIDAY

eighteen.

_NEWS
SATURDAY--V10LA DANA in

“Dangerous to Men

Blossoms”

-WITH-

and Richard Barthelmess
L,nian Gish

Outing

There

was

FULL OF PEP AND ACTION.

MAGAZINE.

Miss Gertrude Jenkins visited relatives
in Monroe last week.
Mrs. Allie Crockett visited relatives in
Damariscotta last week.

a

large attendance at the

caucus

er

Mrs. Philip Bartlett of Everett,

LOST CITY NO. 14.

ADVERTISEMENTS

;

book of reference to all residents of the
State.

Maine Power Co. offers an
;H will promote prosperity

Sunday
advertises
minodations through the
their

the national shooting match of expert
oil
riflemen.
Perfection
advertises

s

burners and ovens.

i

chiropractor, publishes

!lli
.:

atlv.

l.'i

shop has second-hand

ue

!,.r

^

sale.

a>

.or

month or six weeks with his
family and with his brother-in-law, Sumner Maddocks, for California.

Unicorn Dairy

have

is

„Y

Thomas Kennedy, who has for some !
the Penobscot \
years been connected with
Bay Electric Co. in its office as one of the
book-keepers, is planning to leave in
about

sale.
oilers three buildings
let.
I„.rn, R. D. 4, wants place
am

n

et to

The annual lawn party will be held by
the St. Francis church on Court street,
August 10th and 11th, under the direction
of Rev. Timothy J. O’Mahoney. This

lending school,

and relatives publish

a

chauf-

as

table with delicious food

tlemen’s wardrobe for
Real Estate Co. offer
for sale.
norland touring car for
eaire

publishes picture
wants

j

ii of Business Science
m regard to its school

lost.

1 money

wants

lotel
:

■

rs

a

to

i,is

ii

let.

publishes

adv.

gives notice of their
-ted with Banks’ Ga-

i

lectric Co. gives notice
Band at Oakland Park

:

St'..;.

an

shoes.

ug
r

hodu,

Arthur B. Hatch of Morrill has bee11
Belas assistant treasurer of the
fast Savings Bank. He has been for some
time connected with the Farmers’ Union

i

j

ilia”

cottage
nth of August,

Swan

at

articles for the dolls’
iable

for

the Waldo
Fair next Monday are
same at the home of

Stevens.
the G. A. R. will furnish
26th

which

regiment,

The dinAugust 10th.
ved in Memorial Hall at
sets, 50 cents. All mem-

i-

*‘

j

are

earnestly requested

doughnuts,

etc.

the surviving veterans ol
will be held at Me-

'em

Belfast, Tuesday, August
meeting at 10 o’clock,
omas

■ner.
a

H. Marshall Post
There

account

will be

nc

of rain.

rend Louis S. Walsh of th(
:
’iocese will be at the St

p

1

ext

Sunday at 4

p.

m.

tc

rainent of confirmation,
tiildren of Waldo county
is cordially
mi and the non Catholic
"ined

Every

l

_Y

1

one

WHERE YOU WANT it
WHEN YOU WANT IT
NO SMOKE, NO SMELL, NO TROUBLE

>i for a
Perfection Oil Stove.

_

uuicis,

as wen as some new

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph H. and Mr. and
Allan M. Howes have moved to
their new home on Church street, forMrs.

j

|

hall
His mother and brother Mrs. Alice
C. and Theodore C. Bramhall, who will
move there about the first of
September,

j

They have been occupying the Hall house

|

streets.

j
j

at

the

corner

of

Cedar

and

I

were

two

are

at the old home for

a

One of the most beautiful displays of
photography may be seen in one of the
display windows at the Woodcock store
Main street. Visitors who have seen
Bimilar displays say this is altogether the
best they have ever had the pleasure
of inspecting. A New York party claims
it is far superior to that in his home city.

on

For sale

the ordinary type. There has been a lack
of the true perspective and atmosphere
effects with the old style lens which gave
the same sharpness in distance as the im-

by

Jones, Belfast, Maine

'i

mediate foreground, while with a soft
focus lens the user has a chance to extaste he may have by
press what artistic
deciding the amount of diffusion that
gives the most pleasing results.

j

Comedy Supreme with
Broadway Chorus

14
a

BESSES!

with Mrs. Lucretia Webb.

SOUTH FREEDOM
Frank Durgin was homefrom Gardiner
the week-end.

over

Mrs.

Ora Thurston has gone to Old
a few weeks.

Orchard for

Periey Thurston has bought the hay

on

the Rdey Penney farm and is cutting it.

Mr. LaPost of Chicago, 111., has bought
the Frank Durgin farm and will take

The Waldo County Hospital Fair
as a benefit for the Waldo Counts
General Hospital will be held in the Ar-

possession

1

-*m.

K

soon.

Mr, and Mrs. Periey Thurston have for
! their guest her mother, Mrs. Chase, of

Philadelphia, Pa.

The fair

Mr and Mrs. A. W. Jackson have for
their
guest his sister, Mrs. Stephen Murch,
mory next Monday afternoon and evenfrom Lowell, Mass.
ing when the following will have chargi !
Mr and Mrs Fred Basford of Northport
of the tables: Fancy work, Mrs. John A, j
returned home the 25th, after a few days’
visit with Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Adams.

j

Nathan H. Small and Mrs. Norman S,
Donahue; bags, Mrs Elmer Small; bas-

few weeks.

THEATRE

;

Mrs. Emma Thompson has for her
I
Carter, Mrs. Leroy A. Webber, Mrs. W, j guest her brother, Fred Sylvester, from
Mrs. Mary C. Fessenden, who is spend- L.
West; dolls, Mrs. Eugene L. Stevens Bridgewater, Mass., and her two granding the summer at the residence of Dr.
food, Mrs. E. A. Wilson and Mrs. Ralpf daughters from Monroe.
and Mrs. Adelbert Millett, entertained
Ames; twenty-five cent table, Mrs. RobThursday afternoon the History Club, of ert P. Coombs; friendship table, Mrs,
JACKSON.
which she is a member.
There

m.

Mr. and Mrs. William Sibley and daughwere callers Sunday at E. E. Adams’.

Fogg and Mrs. Melvin C. Murch; aprons.
Mrs. Frank 1. Wilson and Mrs. John W
Ferguson; mystery table, Mrs H. H,

Franklin

Real

j
!

ter

afternoon and evening.

merly the residence of the late Mr. Asa
A. Howes
Mr. Howes has sold his residence on Cedar street to Ralph A. Bram-

IV usical

J

man, Miss Bernice Harriman and Mr.
John Webb of Belfast, spent Sunday

the midway. Mrs J. G. Paul is in chargi
of the fancy work. There will be snorting events and dancing at the pavilioi

talent.

tographer. The work is done with a lens
that gives the photographer ajpossibility
of individual expression along artistic
lines that are not possible with a lens of

lection Smokeless Oil Stoves give you

* red D.

onu

The artist is Charles A. Townsend of
Belfast, commercial and landscape pho-

with Ovens

{

Brier,
Charles F. Hammons, Thomas Kennedy

ford

Two and three burners,

1

E.

public at present. He will take a tables of auction when the prizes were
vacation at Georges Lake, Liberty, in the I won by Mrs. Augusta S. Frederick and
kets, Mrs. O. S. Vickery; flowers, Mrs
near future.
| Mrs. Caroline P. Crosby. Several guests Maine Hills, Mrs. Ansel M. Lothrop
were also busy with their fancy work.
candy, Mrs. W. Morris Deisher; iced tet
Report of work done by Belfast Public Delicious
refreshments were served. The will be served
of
month
by Mrs. S. A. Parker, anc
Health Nursing Service during
greater part of the members of the His- the ice cream by Mrs. George L. Ritcases treated:
of
1920:
Summary
July,
tory Club are now only summer residents
tredge, assisted by her two daughters,
Number of cases under care lirst of month,
here.
the Misses Helen and Elizabeth. The babj
read|
14; number new cases, 12; number
The funeral of Thomas P. Mathews of show in the afternoon will be under thi
mitted cases, 14; total number of cases
was held last Wednesday at 2 p.
direction of Mrs. Herbert L. Seekins,
Liberty
dismisscases
number
during month, 26;
m. at the residence of his uncle, Thomas
Mrs. Morris L. Slugg and Mrs. Leslie C
ed, 8; number cases remaining end of
W. Pitcher, Franklin street. Rev. Alfred Follett. Dr. True of Auburn has conon discharge: ReCondition
18.
month,
C. Elliott of the North Congregational tributed a silver cup for the best looking
covered, 3; improved, 4; died, 1; total, 8.
church officiated, and the bearers were girl or boy under three years and may bi
Discharged: To family or self, 7; died, 1.
Messrs. Ralph I. Morse, Arthur Ritchie, seen at the City Drug Store. Prizes wil
welfare
visits,
infant
Nursipg visits, 64;
Frank B. Luce and William A. Mason of also be given for the heaviest boy ant
treatoffice
22; tuberculosis visits, 3;
Belfast. The interment was in the family girl under three years and also for thi
ments, 14; total, 103. Night calls after 8
lot in Grove Cemetery. There were dele- best looking boy or girl between 3 and 1
reportfamilies,
6;
4.
by
Reported
p. m.,
from Liberty Lodge, F. & years. The concert will include piam
ed by physicians, 3; reported by others, 3. gations present
A. M., and from St. George Royal Arch solos by Miss Blancbe Fleming and voca
Ages of patients treated: Under 2 years,
of which Mr. Mathews was a solos by Miss Gertrude Tingley, studen
9; 2 to 6 years, 4; 6 to 20 years, 1; over 20 Chapter,
at the Ferguson summer school at North
member.
Obstetrical
cases:
years, 11. Nature of
tuAnnabell Swan Kelley of St. Paul, port; monologue by Miss Elizabeth Rit
cases, 1; nurse present at delivery, 1;
transferred to Walter H Bick- tredge; vocal solo, by Mrs. Richard E
berculosis, 3; well babies under supervis- Minn., has
the property at the corner Stevens of Boston, cello solos by Mrs
Boston
of
ford
ion, 8; chronic illness, 1; surgical dressing
of Passaic, N. J
for
Financial: Num- of Spring and Cedar streets commonly James T. Sleeper
cases, 6; all others, 7.
Bickford lot.
Frank I. merly Miss Gladys Pitcher of Belfast, i
ber paying patients, 11; number free pa- known as the
Wilson will continue to occupy the apart- social dance will close the program witl
tients, 15; fees collected, $27.50. A gift
ment adjoining Spring street and the Ce- the best of music by McReen’s orchestra
of $3 was received.—Alice R. Parker.
dar street apartment will remain as the This is an opportunity to assist in :
worthy cause for a county institution
summer home of Miss Mary A. Bickford.
She is at present at Bound Brook, N. J., For other particulars please apply to Mrs
the summer residence of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Clay,, President of the Woman’
Harvey Self of Brooklyn, N. Y., detained Hospital Aid, under whose auspices th
by a fractured ankte. Mr. and Mrs. Bick- fair is given. The tickets for the enter

OIL STOVES
f

again—Miss Katherine

a.

Sr | Saturday, Aug.
The

ley, Me., Mr. and Mrs. Manley Harri-

of the drawing contest, N. S. Donahue o
the hall and agricultural products, E. L
Colcord of poultry and Edward White o

not

PERFECTION

e

pear

elected

and has resigned to taKe
Inc., advertises “Last l store in this city
He has for some time
new Victor records,
i the new position.
h ids at Colonial Theatre j been engaged in business in Morrill and
; is a
general favorite with the public,
Wilson Ellis has been assisting in the
Swett and family have Bank for some months. His plans are

ug

here to direct this one, and some of the
same people who took part then will
ap-

Foster Poor of Belfast; vice president,
Theodore C. Bramhall; secretary, Miss
Florence M. Dunton; treasurer, Lynwood
3. Thompson. Plans for the annual field
dav will be announced later.

Ford car for sale.

Store

dinner guest of the Holmes children.

a

Bridges, Stockton Spr.,
1.

able to return home in the afternoon.
Her mother, Mrs. Mary Moore, who was
with her, was not much injured.

COLONIAL

Mr. and Mrs. Albert Webb of Hinck-

have returned to their home here.

The New Belfast Fair. The local
annual fair and cattle show will be held
at the grounds of the New Belfast Fail

was

The annual meeting of the Belfast High
Student-Alumni Association was
School
I
held at the city building Friday afterofficers were
noon, when the following
chamber- elected: President, Mrs. Hugh D. McLellan of Lexington, formerly Miss Nina

Bldg.
; aiple Shop advertises
s at special prices.

ii.

specialty.

son

Belfast, Maine.

Office hours—Monday all day; 9 to 11.30
Wednesday and Friday.

!

town last week.

Association, Aug. 17th, 18th and 19th.
The neat booklet of premium lists, instruction to exhibitors, etc., is from the
A minstrel show i- to be given for the
Cushman Print Shop in Centre Montville,
benefit of Company F, Third Maine RegiThe Belfast Band will be in attendancf
a
cream
and
dainty ment, in about two
many useful gifts. Ice
weeks, the rehearsals daily. There wilt be races every afterbirthday cake were served. The guests being held Monday evenings. Frank E.
| noon with H. C Buzzell in charge of enand Clyde Holmes and O’Leary ot
were Rebecca
Bangor, who directed the first tries. Raymond B. Dyer is superintendalso
was
Richard
Master
minstrel show put on by the Company, is
Spencer King.
ent of the cattle department, George Luct

i,,n

week.
Week’s Mills,

a

Richard, the four-year-old son of Mr.
and Mrs Roland Lamson, celebrated his
birthday Friday afternoon at his home on
Court street. He was the recipient of

igc

;

Wednesday forenoon stunned and
bruised as the result of an auto accident
at the head of Vine
street, when the car
she was driving was overturned. She

59 High Str.et,

H. S. Hall, Supt. of Agriculture from
U. of M., Orono, was a business caller in

|

Chiropractor,

THE COLONIAL HOUSE,

Jackson.

ada and also make short trips from Dark
Harbor to deliver several addresses.

last

fete is always well patronized by the
public and is a social and financial sucThere will be the regular sales
cess.

rlises film developing
i art corners for album,
lion wanted

a

Geo. E. Sturm,

Prof, and Mrs. Philip Boody of Ripon,
Wis., are visiting relatives in Brooks and

Mrs. Eddie Webb and little daughter
Evelyn of E. Boston, Mass., are visiting
Poor’s Mills. Mrs. Lee Wentworth H. H. Webb and family.
during
Mr. and Mrs. Robert M. Stiles of Danof Boston is visiting at Mrs. O. A.
August.
Gordon Sawin of Augusta, who has Wade’s....Miss Evelyn Wilson of Au- vers, Mass., afe spending several weeks
been mascot of Company F. of the Third gusta visited her parents, Mr. and Mrs. with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. M. Sp
Lester Wilson, recently....Mrs. Fred Car- Stiles.
Maine since their visit to
Augusta, is
visiting in Belfast. He wears the uni- ter, who has been on the sick list, is able
Major Frank Clark of Fortress Munform and is proud of his position in Com- to walk out some....O L. Wentworth’s roe, Va., who is north on a month’s furpany f.
At his home he is the younger little baby was sick the first of the week, lough, called on Fred H. Brown and famDr. Carl Stevens
convulsions.
of ten children of Mr. and xMrs.
ily last week.
Harley having
Sawin and is a student in the Lincoln attended it....Mr. and Mrs. Will Jackson,
Mrs Mabel Torry of Boston, Mass.,
son and daughter of Sanford, are visiting
school.
and Mr. and Mrs. Frank Leonard, son and
Mrs. Lucy Jackson....Mrs. W. T. Wentdaughter of Bangor, were callers at Mrs.
Mrs. M. A. Sanborn of East Belfast
wor*h and daughter Mildred, also her
Mary Staples’ last Thursday.
was taken to the Waldo
County Hospital daughter, Mrs. James Dillon, and 1 ttle

Lake.

rms

j

Geo. Holt of Belfast spent Wednesday
of last week with his daughter, Mrs. H
C. Ellis.

There will be little or no social functions
until the arrival of Lady Geddes. Sir
Auckland will in the meantime visit Can-

Dr. Walter E. Tobie of Portland was in
Belfast Monday to operate on Miss
Myrtle
Simpson. Mrs. Milton C. Stephenson, R.
is
N.,
assisting at the Hospital

Charles A. Merithew, sergeant of ComMaine Regiment, has
pany F of the Third
gone to Ohio, where he will take part in

auto.

ing secretary Tennant and Captains
Henry and Graves are now at'the Rice
cottage, his summer embassy, at Dark
Harbor, arriving at 5.30 p. m., Tuesday.
Seven of the servants arrived Saturday.
Lady Geddes is in England for their children and will return in early September.

P. G. Hurd received his official
appoint
ment as sheriff from Augusta
Friday, and
reappointed all the present deputies to
serve the remainder of the
term until
Jan. 1, 1921.

Charles O. Titus of Portland is at work
in Belfast and Waldo county revising the
Maine Regis'er. This is a very valuable

News ot Beltast

Y|1;

Mrs. Effie Jenkins injured her wrist
severely last week while cranking an

sir Auckland Geddes, the British Ambassador, and his personal staff, includ-

NEWS

Mass.,

Mrs. J. W. Hobbs, Sr., is in Prout’s
Neck where Mr. Hobbs has employment.

impression.

WEDNESDAY-GEORGE WALSH in “Manhattan Knight”

Mrs. H. J. Hamlin was a business callin Portland several days last week.

is visiting her sister, Mrs. Byron Webb.

candidate for Congress from this district,
was present and made a very favorable

COMEDY

And that, dear reader, is the cry that went
up
from thousands of afflicted, until by some
good fortune they heard of the Science of
Chiropractic and 1
were
to
it.
The
fact
that dis-ease
upon
try
prevailed
was due to pressure
upon nerves as they left the |
spine, and that in consequence the nerve enegy was j
shut off in its transit from the brain to the organ involved, seemed logical to them, and tempted them to r
investigate. Why don’t you arrange for an appointment and Spinal Analysis without obligating
yourself l|
in the least: Consultation and Spinal
Analysis free,

Mrs. Chas. Jenkens and daughter Hazel
are visiting relatives in Monroe.

held at the Court
House Tuesday evening. The city committee organized with Thomas W. Lothrop, chairman and Giles G. Abbott, clerk.
A. C. Towle of Oakland, the Democratic
Democratic

“HAWTHORN OF THE U. S. A."

Chester.

4 p.

$8,000 in the 3rd and $8,000 in the 2nd.

-IN-

charge the atmosphere with energy
and optimism. How prone we are to envy this
person
for his wealth of health. “How different,” we
muse,
“life would be if we were only so fortunate as to be
possessed of perfect health—to be rid of all of our
aches and pains and afflictions.”

ence seems to

BKOUks.

m., Tuesday,
to attend to its investment. It was invested as follows: 460,000 in the Victory
Liberty loan; $16,000, in the 4th loan;

WALLACE REID

Oftentimes as we sit with our thoughts, they are
to visualize for us some friend or
acquaintance
who is blessed with an abundance of radiant health,
whose vitality seems boundless and whose very pres-

25th.

City National Bank at

Not

apt

party at the Girls’ Home on Northport
Wednesday afternoon, August

The trustees of the fund contributed
for the new school building met at The

TUE8DAY

W. GRIFFITH’S

Comedy.

avenue

mahogany

cabins.

MONDAY

“Broken

She is black with commodious

IRRESISTIBLE COMEDIENNE

THE

D

At the meeting Tuesday afternoon of
the Children’s Aid Society of Maine it
was decided to have the
annual lawn

SEE THIS MYSTEkY

Moon Riders No. 9. Burton Holmes

COMEDY

yacht Haida was in our harbor Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Fleischman are on an outing trip along the Maine coast and his
yacht is attracting favorable attention.

Lamenting Will
Change Us.

tainment are 39 cents and for the danc
55 cents, including war tax.

cents

Miss Olive Hatch

was

in Unity July

28lh.
Miss Inza Boyd was the week-end guest
of Miss Fannie Brown at Swanville,
Miss Pearl Chase is the guest of her
at Belfast.

I

auut, Mrs. A. K. Fletcher,

!

Mrs. F. B. Edwards, who has been in i
: Brooks for the
past month, has returned

|

home.
Mr. and Mrs. M. C. Stevens and grandson, Eugene Kimball, spent last week in
Dixmont with friends,

23

Song Numbers—6 Gorgeous Scenes.
A sure cure for the blues.
SPECIAL SUMMER PRICES

Matinee $1, 75c, 50c. Eve.,

$1.50, $1, 75c.

A CLEAN CHARACTER
PLUS

KNOWLEDGE
MAKES

Mrs. E. E. Morton, Harold and
j Mr. and with
Mrs. Annie Hadley, spent
| Miss

Ora,
Thursday in Fairfield with E. T. Morton
and family.

Mr. James Roberts and sister, Miss
Roberts, and friend Miss Foss with Dr.
j and Mrs Charles Wood of Massachusetts,
who are spending the summer at North
! port, called on friends in town Thursday.

|

Let the Webb School increase your KNOWLEDGE so that you may “cash in” on your

good reputation.
We invite

i

The Better

j

Way^
warn-1

Never disobey Nature’s
ing. It’s far better to forestall 3
weakness with nourishment
that protects.

j

a

rigid investigation

of

our

past

success.

THE WEBS SCHOOL
of Business Science, Armory Bidg., Belfast

Scott's Emulsion

(*

after meals for child or adult is
wonderful help in forestalling
weakness. Ask for Scott’s.
a

j

& Bowne,

BloumSeld, N. J.

jTjk Camera Picture
™

—

____

keep

ua

I have taken a gene/ with several valuable companies
and shall conduct a general fire insurance business.
Best of protection at reasonable rates,
Any business you may give me will be rightly
handled and appreciated.

ROY C.

it

them
10c to
wuhin your possession, esch Veldsolid ia an album
for an in da finite oariod with

r Would you spend

20-U^P

INSURANCE

always

Enjfel

FISH,

ROOM 2, OOO FELLOWS BUILDING,

BELFAST. MAINE.

ji^srt Corners"!

j Are Artistic Gummed Stickers
For

The Comers

Ur

For Sale
Second hand cook stoves
at Lower’s

Antique Shop

opposite shoe factory.
2 in 32

EXECUTRIX’S NOTICE. The subscriber
hereby gives notice that she has Deen duly ap-

pointed

executrix of the last will and testa-

ment of

THOMAS N. PEARSON, late of Morrill,
in the County of Wild.), deceased, and given
All persons having
bonds as the law directs
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested to make

payment immediately.
LILLA M. PEARSON.
Morrill, Me., July 13, 1^20.

HUMPHREYS’
The full list of I>r. Humphreys' Remedies for
inte rnal and external use, meets the needs c«*
families for nearly every ailment from Infancy
to old age—described in Dr. Humphreys’ Manual
mailed free.

ROMANTIC ISLANDS OF THE FAR
Y^THE
EAST. PICTURES OF THEIR NATURAL

PARTIAL LIST
No.
FOR
1. Fevers. Congestions. Inflammations
2. Worms, Worm Fever
3. Colic. Crying Wakefulness of Infants
4. Diarrhea of Children and adults
7. Coutfhs, Colds. Bronchitis
8. Toothache. Faceache, Neuralgia
0. Headache. Sick Headache, Vertigo
lO. Dyspepsia,Indigestion.Weak Stomach
13. Croup. Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis
14. Eczema, Eruptions.
18. Rheumatism, Lumbago
10. Fever aud Ague, Malaria
17. Piles. Blind, Bleeding, Internal. External
10. Catarrh, Influenza, Cold in Head
20. Whooplnd Coudh
21. Asthma, Oppressed. Difficult Breathing
27. Disorders of the Kidneys
30. Urinary Incontinence
34. Sore Throat, Quinsy
77. Grip, Grippe, La Grippe
For sale

ALL HIS AILMENTS

A PHILIPPINE TRAVELOGUE
BEAUTY AND HISTORIC SPOTS—BECOMING A MECCA FOR TOURISTS AND
A POPULAR WINTER RESORT.

^

HUMPHREYS*

=

=

CASTORIA

> NER NP.VAE ON THE

DOTTED LIME, PIN TH*
T* P. CHECK
*N SEND IT IN—gee:
Th’ boss Vi. think
ITS CHRISTNVASV

Forlnfentsa^a^Childre^a

PICTURE

Mount Belknap Hotel,

Lakeport, N.H.
“At 70 years of age, chronic Constipation was causing me to suffer with
distressing Headaches, Dizziness and

Mothers Know That
Genuine Castoria

Indigestion.
I believe I have taken more medicine than any half-dozen people in
town ; but nothing did me good until /
tried ’Fruit-a-tives’.

Bight away

I could sco their

good

effects.

is with

VIP fv UU
SURPRISE PER TH’
BOSS-JEST VNRlTB

When He Tried “Fruit-a-tives”
or Fruit Liver Tablets

After taking them for three
months, my bowels wero regular,
and the other ailments disappeared”.
FRANK A. HALE.
50c. a box, 0 for $2.50, trial size 25c.
At dealers or from FRUIT-A-TIVES
Limited OODENSBURG. N. Y.

LltSbKfY
evangelist,

USSEN, BUNCH'.

WE’RE Filin'

=

HOMFO. MEDICINE CO..
and Aim Streets, New York.

E. E. Davis, the
for a short stay.

MICKIE SAYS

DISAPPEARED

'P

by druggists everywhere.

Corner William

I:

us

u.eJU
^

^

Always

y|

lii

Thereby Promoting Digestion.

■ife I
\

Chccrfu lncss and Rest.Contaias |
neither Opium,Morphine oor
Mineral Not Narcotic

«

qX-^o^ 1

J1aipeofOt<Wi:SAlteafKfld&
Seed
Hump kin

norm

Providence,

Experienced

R I.

Mrs. Sara Hibbert

has returned from

Seamen

pleasure trip to Washington, Camden,
Rockland and Augusta.

a

Highest

Hon. L. C. Morse and Linden Chaplin
were in Washington to attend the funeral
of Mrs. Hiram Chaplin.

Mr. and Mrs. Neal Skidmore and infant
daughter and Mrs. Gladys Gray of Beverly, Mass., are passing a vacation of two
weeks with their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
A- J. Skidmore.
Mrs. Harold Donnell and daughter Doris
Portsmouth, N. H., Mrs. Carrie Ayer
Howard, R. I., and P. O. Baker of
Providence are at A. B, Sherman’s for a
few weeks’ stay.

of
of

PROSPECT.
The Waldo County Veterans will meet
at the K. P. hall Aug. 5th. Everybody
invited; picnic dinner.
L.

Mr. and Mrs. F. T. Haley, Mr. and Mrs.
A. Bennett, with Master Havener,
in Belfast recently.

were

McKinley Lodge, K. P., installed its
officers July 13th. Refreshments of ice i
cream and cake were served,
Mr and Mrs. Geo. C. Ward, Mr. and
Mrs. Thornton Francis and daughter of
Frankfort were in town recently calling on
relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. O. O. Allen and family of
with Mr. Gilley of Pittsfield,
were callers on Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Ward
July 17th.

Waterville,

Felicitations

are extended to Mr. and
Herman Joshua Harriman, who
married in Brewer July 10th. Mrs.
Harriman was Miss Verna Hall of this
town.

Mrs.

were

Letters received from Mrs. Charles
Clark state that the family has removed
from Bingham to North Jay, where they
are pleasantly located.
Mr.

and

Mrs. Ferdinand Gray and
daughters of Hardwick, Ct., who have
been spending their vacation in Penobscot at the former's old
home, called on
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Ward recently.
Mr.

Vaughan, Farmer,

Tells How He

Lost All His Prize Seed Corn.

“Some time ago I sent away for some
pedigreed seed corn. Put it in a gunney
sack and hung it on a rope suspended
from roof. Rats got it all—how beats
me, but they did because I got 5 dead
whoppers in the morning after trying
RAT-SNAP.” Three sizes, 25c, 50c, $1.00.
Sold and guaranteed Dy City Drug Store,
A. A. Howes & Co.

Co.

and Hall Hardware

SOUTH M0NTV1LLE.
Missionary Davis preached at the church
last Sunday.
living Norwood and family of LiverFalls have been spending a few days
with Mrs. Carl L. Adams.

more

Mr. and Mrs. G. F. Dinsmore of Newport and Mr. and Mrs. E. O. Clement of
Pittsfield visited Mr. and Mrs. James F.

Ramsey recently.

Rev. and Mrs. Knickerbocker and daugh"
ter, Mrs. Orlando Thayer of Waterville.
visited Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Dickey recently. Priscilla Quimby is their guest now.
Mrs. Nancy Colby celebrated her 96th
birthday July 18th. She is a smart old
lady and able to walk to the neighbors.
The Prescott reunion will be held with
them Aug. 7th.

THE BEST PROOF
GJVEN BY A BELFAST CITIZEN.
Doan’s Kidney Pills were used—they
brought benefit.
The story was told to Belfast residents.
Time has strengthened the evidence.
Has proven the result lasting.
The testimony is home testimony—
The proof convincing.
It can (be investigated by Belfast residents.
I. W. Cross, retired farmer, 57 Miller
St., says: “Isuffered considerably from a
lame and aching back. I had been troubled
this way oil and on for about a year and
a half.
The attacus were often so severe
I was compelled to lay off from work. I
read of Doan’s Kidney Pills and got some
at the City Drug Store. They cured my
back in a short time.”

Lasting Results.
Nearly twelve years later, Mr. Cross
said: “I have the same high regard for
Doan’s Kidney Pills now as when I gave
my former statement, recommending this
medicine. The cure they made for me at
that time has remained permanent.”
Price 60c. at all dealers. Don’t simply
ask for a kidney remedy—get Doan’s Kidney Pills—the same that Mr. Cross had.
Foster-Milburn Co., Mfgrs., Buffalo, N.Y.

Children

Cry

FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTO R I A

Firemen

wages.

Excellent quarters.
Good food

Miss Susie Harmon of Brunswick arrived recently for a visit with her aunt,
Mrs. Donald Mathieson.
Mrs. Fred Shattuck, who has been
visiting her sister, Mrs. B. B. Wentworth, left July 21st for Rockland,
where she will pas, a few days before
going to her home in Bridgewater, Mass.

nd

The Zigzag

on

Apply by letter

the Way to Baguio, Summer Capital of the Philippines.

Let's go! We're startAll aboard
ing from Manila, the great picturesque,
Americanized Oriental city, and will
travel by automobile 200 miles to the
north to Baguio, the summer capital of
the Philippines. The trip can also be
made by train.

the trip to Baguio within the means of j
hundreds of thousands of Filipinos.
Not 'only is there sufficient power in
this river to electrify a line from Manila to Baguio, but to operate the
street railways of Manila, light the
city and furnish power for manufac- j

us

one

turing

UNITED STATES SHIPPING BOARD
SEA SERVICE BUREAU,
Atlantic Avenue, Boston,

20

Applicants must have birth certificate or Army or Navy discharge in
4w29
order to obtain passport.

HARNESSES
high and scarce. I bought
a carload while in Boston the
other day. Bought them low.
Are

Will sell them cheap.
Single and double harnesses,
robes, blankets, boots and many

parts,

like

hames and

great agricultural wealth of the Philippines, which represents one of the
East's greatest producing areas, with

separate saddles,
tugs, bridles, etc.

Come and

the advantage of immense natural resources for the development of further
production. It is regrettably true that
in

Mass.

concerns.

several
rich and fertile provinces,
where tropical vegeiation is seen at its
best. Here one is impressed with the

even

in person to

of the most

But we have now arrived at Camp
From this point the scenery
scenic, spectacular and thrilling auto- One.
We will rapidly changes as the elevation inmobile trips in the world.
creases.
We are traveling over the
have excellent roads all the way. The
famous Benguet road, the construction
Philippines are, in fact, a paradise for of which
through the mountains is a
autoists, possessing 3,C.OO miles of fine most remarkable engineering triumph.
macadamized roads.
At places the road is blasted out of the
The first part of the trip is through solid granite. Riding on the edge of a
typical small towns and then across iOO foot precipice makes one feel like
the central plain of Luzon and through
We have ahead of

or

them.
W. L. WEST.

see

the United States there is far
real understanding of the

from any

potentialities of the islands.
At some points rice fields, looking

BAKGOK LINE
in
SFMMKBi SCHEIil'LE

the distance like the greenest of green
lawns, stretch away us far as the eye
can see.
If you want color, if you
want to feel the romance and mystery

STEAMSHIPS

an

gorgeous scene.
your eyes

But as you ride along,

lasteneu

on

uie

panorama

of tints and colors, and with the impenetrably black Oriental night com-

ing

on

You

no

Belfast, Maine.

fast, you become enthralled.
longer try to express your feel-

ings. You cannot. You realize that those
now
fast changing, colorful masterpieces in the heavens and on the landscape are pictures that no man can adequately describe nor human hands duplicate. So what’s the use of trying !
True, these are but impressions, but
the traveloguer considers himself justified in mentioning them, for they are a
part of the trip to Ilaguio and return.
Indeed, the gorgeous sunsets in all
parts of the Philippines leave an im-

The
“At times

6eemed perilously
the jumping off place.”

lie is

we

the rim of the world. Some of
are so sharp it is impossible
to see 20 feet ahead, and we seem to
be perilously near the jumping off
place. We wonder if it is safe to lean
out and peer into the canyon far below,
and when we do we are perfectly satisfied we are flirting with death. Tet
the trip is a safe one, providing our
driver has better nerves than our own.
All too soon we reach the outskirts
pression on the mind of the tourist that
of Baguio, a city among the clouds,
is everlasting.
We leave the palms and tropical and are rather surprised at the modern
we find it to be.
In ten years Bafoliage and enter the zone of rugged city
guio has grown from a village of huts
We
pine.
pass from the soft, incense to the now
justly famed mountain reladen air of the warm lowlands to the
sort of the Philippines, sometimes callcrisp, invigorating ozone of the tem- ed the Philippine Simla. It is unperate zone, all within a few hours’ doubtedly destined some day to become
a large city.
time.
For mile after mile the road now folBaguio ranges in elevation from
lows the tortuous course of a river, the 4,500 to 5,500 feet and is surrounded
road lying in the bottom or on the practically on all sides by high mountain ridges and “liogsbacks” towering
rocky sides of a granite canyon.
into the skies at a height of almost
The Philippines are rich in hydroS,000 feet.
electric possibilities. This power is the
Aside from the scenery, which is
cheapest power on earth. And it is noteworthy, the great blessing of Baeverlasting. Your traveloguer is nei- guio is its temperate climate, which is
ther a prophet nor the son of a proph- indeed a godsend to those impoverishet, but he predicts that one day there ed by tire tropical temperatures of the
Not only is the mountain
will be innumerable Philippine govern- lowlands.
air rich in ozone, but it lias been demment owned hydro-electric plants in
onstrated to he extraordinarily free
this canyon we are now passing
from germs of all kinds.
Think
of
the
through.
possibilities of
Each year during the hot season the
such a project! Today the trip from school
teachers of the entire archipelaManila lo Baguio is too expensive for go are enabled
by the government to
the average Manila worker and his spend a month at the
teachers’ camp
family, many of whom may live and in Baguio for recreation and conferdie without beholding the wondrous ence on school work.
American army
beauties of their own island of Luzon. officers and their families
also go tr
Think of what a blessing it would be Baguio for the hot mouths.
to Filipino mothers and children to
And now Hint your traveloguer has
feel upon their fevered brows the cool, you in Baguio, ke believes lie will
leave
invigorating breezes of the mountain you there, for there are many interesttops, now so near and yet so far! With ing side trips to take, and, besides.
the Philippine government owning its Baguio is the most delightful
place for
own electric railways and hydro-eleca vacation in the entire Orient.
tric plants it would be possible to bring
C. H. T.
DARK HARBOR.

At the annual meeting of the Dark
Harbor Village Improvemont Society,
Charles Dana Gibson of Seven Hundred
Acre Island was elected president to succeed Theodore Frothingham of Boston,
who has held the office for several years
and giving a good deal of time and thought
to the work.
Miss Dorothy, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. J. Murray Forbes of
Boston succeeds George Lewis of Boston
as vice president, and George Tiffany of
St. Louis succeeds William Ellis Scull as
secretary. David H. Smith, proprietor
of the Islesboro Inn, was re-elected chairman of the executive committee which
also includes Mrs. F. O. Beach of New

on

the turns

Pittsburgh,

Pa.

STATE OF MAINE
Office of Board of State Assessors,
Augusta. July 22, 1920.
Notice is hereby given that the Boa'd of
State Assessors will be in session at the Court
House in Belfast, on Tuesday, the 10th day of
August, at 9 o’clock a. m. A. D. 1920, in the
County of Waldo, to secure information to
enable them to make a just equalization of the
taxable property in said County, and to invesgate‘charges of concealment of property from
taxation, of und«rvaluation and of failure to
assess property liable to taxation.
C. S. STETSON,
) Board of
W. F. DRESSER,
} State
J. J. DEARBORN, ) Assessors.
F. H. STERUNG, Clerk.
2w31

Heath

Buy your protection in the Fraternities,
the leading health and accident association in Maine.
CHARLES S. TAYLOR, Agent,
18tf
Havford Block. Belfast, Me.

Furniture Bargains

GET GOOD, clean used furniture from
McKten and save more than half.
J. AUSTIN MCKEEN,
Belfast, Maine.

GIRL WANTED
For

“Rat-Snap Beats the Best Irap Ever
Made,” Mrs. Emily Shaw Says.

general housework.

‘‘My husband bought .$2 trap. I bought
a 50c box of RAT-SNAP.
The trap only
caught 3 rats but RAT SNAP killed 12 in
a week.
I’m never without RAT-SNAP.
Reckon I couldn’t rais chicks without
it.” RAT-SNAP comes in cakes. Three
sizes. 25c, 5Cc, $1.00. Sold and guaranteed ly A. A. Howes & Co., City Drug
Store and Hall Hardware Co.

Charles R. Coombs
Undertaker
Fully equipped for prompt service at
Iy29

all times.

72 Main f'tieet, Belfast.

PIANOFORTE
INSTRUCTION
Special attention to musical history and
interpretation. Course continues through

fall and winter.

HAROLD S.
Tel. 103-5.

5FLWYN THOMPSON,
11 Grove Street,

S LIGHTLY USED

FURNITURE
Have just purchased the furniture from
a 10-room house.
A nice lot of bureaus,
dressers, mirrors, teds, etc., in this lot.
J. AUSTIN McKEEN,
Belfast, Maine.

FOR SALE
To settle an estate, the house of the
late E. S. Shuman at 116 Waldo avenue,
consisting of a nine room house, barn,
carriage house, hen pen and 1 1-2 acre of
land with fruit trees and berries. Apply
FAIR HOLMES,
to
17tf
R. D. 2, Belfast, Maine.

Special

Notice

We wish to inform the public that we
are doing business all the time and if you
wish to buy or sell real estate of any kind
we would be pleased to talk with you.
|E. A. STROUT Farm Agency,
ROY C. FISH, Local Manager,
Room 2, Odd Fellows’ Block,
tfS7

Belfast, Me.

Tiucking

York, Mrs. Ma Hand Alexander and Mrs.
Frank S. Willock of

Fraternities

and Accid3nt Asso.

near

I

prepared to do all kinds of truckFurniture and piano moving a
ing.
Leave orders at the stable,
specialty.
corner of Main and Cross streets, and they
will receive prompt attention.
Telephone connection.
W. W. BLAZO & SON,
126 Waldo Avenue, Belfast.
am

For Sale
ATG. C. LOWER’S AM1TQUE SHOP,
Main street, opposite shoe factory, one
Hupmobile Touring Car in good condition—always ready to go and will go any
tf26
where. Price <250.

Simile

Siijnatureot

The Cestaub

ConP'P®-

j

Use
For Over
Thirty Years

j
j

j

j

j|

Exact Copy of Wrapper.

THE CENTAUR COMPANY.

NEW YORK f.

!

Dairy

Supplies

Church,
August
15, Captain Herbert T. Oldham, Salvation
Army, Bangor. August 22, Rev. Thomas
K Fessenden, D. D
Pastor Ashbury
Methodist Church, Pittsburgh, Pa. August 29, Rev. Albert E. Morris, Pastor
First Methodist Church, Bangor. During
the past month Rev. Edward H.
Brewster,
General Secretary of the Maine State of and that letters testamentary issue to E. Patterson, administratrix,
C. Mullen, he being the executor
llowance.
Sunday School Association, spoke; also Joseph
named therein and presents said petition.
Estate of Hattie M Robinson.
Rev. Albert E. Luce, Superintendent of
the Western District, East Maine Confei*
George W. Hardy, la?e of Winterport, de- First and final account of Esteile
administratrix
with the will am
ceased.
Will
and
petition for probate thereof
ence, and Rev. Charles Harbutt, D. D.,
and that letters testamentary issue to Emma ed for alb»wance.
secretary Congregational Conference of L.
Estate of Asa A. Howes, ir
Johnston, she being the executrix named
Maine.

—

as

|

heipfid Remedy for

Far

The following statement has been issued by Rev. A. E Morris of
Bangor in
regard to the meetings at the auditorium:
In consideration of the many
persons
who are spending the summer at Northport, plans have been completed by the
trustees of Northport Wesleyan Grove
Camp Meeting Association, for religious
services at the auditorium each
Sunday
during August, at 10.30 a. m
To read
the list of names of the speakers
selected,
is to be assured of
interesting and profitable services.
Representative men of
four denominations are included.
Every
one of these ministers is of
unquestioned
ability, and will bring a message well
worth hearing. One essential feature for
success is attendance
Without religious
services Northport would lose much of its
attractiveness. To spend one hour in the
forenoon of the Lord’s day in worship at
the auditorium should be considered a
privilege. This is the third year of the
present plan of management, but the final
decision as to the continuance of Sunday
services for another year is not with the
trustees of the Camp Meeting
Association,
but with the persons
directly interested,
and for whom the services are provided.
During the years 1918 and 1919, the collections at the services have fallen far
snort of covering the necessary exnense
Is that experience to be repeated in 1920?
The following clergymen will officiate:
August
Rev Irving B. Mower, D. D.,
Secre'ary Baptist Convention of Maine*
August 8, Rev. Charles W. Martin, Pastor Methodist
Belfast,

th rein and presente s*i<l petition.
Application that no bond be required from said ex
ecutrix is contained in saio petition.

First and final account of Jam.
and Ralph H. Howes, executory

Laura A, Paul, late of Searsmont, riecesstd.
Will and petition for probate thereof and that
letters testamentary issue to Isaac W
Paul,
he being the ex-.cutor named therein and pre1 sents said
petition,

Estate of John YV. Prescott.
Hr* and final account of Mar
and Everett H. Prescott, execu:<
for allowance.

AND BELFAST

Leave Belfast daily, except Sundsiye, at 4 30
p. m., for (T mden, Rockland and Boston.
RETURN
Leave Boston daily, except Sun
days, at 6 p. m. for Belfast and way landings
Leave Belfast daily, except Mondays at 7.15
a. m. for Bucksport and Bangor.
RETURN—Leave Banger daily, except Sundays. at 2 p. m. (standard timf ).
NOTE— Landings will be made at Searsport
anil Winterport by steamers leaving Boston on
Saturdays and from Bangor on Mondays. Landings wiil be made at Northport commencing
June 21st.
GEO. E. DUN TON, Agent,

Oriental twilight, pass this way
the red eyed sun at the end of the
dying day is slowly sinking behind the
unending expanse of green fields. At
first you cry out in ecstacy at the
of

CAMDEN

I

resulting ihercfronemlnt411^

NORTHPORr

Ip

•

1

and Feverishness
X.OSS of Sleep

Merchant Marine

Mrs. George Cram, who had been passing a week at her home here, has returned
to

A

/

I

Constipation and Diarrhoea,
ana

FOR THE

Mrs. True McCurdy was taken to the
hospital in Belfast recently for an operation for gall stones.

Seed

Clarified Sugar
P'infcrgreen Flavor

WANTED

Searsmont.

1

J
I

JPeppermint
Rllarbonate oodtt

Ordway

Miss Artie Johnson was married July
18th to Mr. Alfred Crockett of North

\

Senna
Hoc helit Salts
Aqise Seed

L

Dr. and Mrs. C. B. Hoit and Mrs. Mary
were auto visitors in Belfast July
23rd.

Bears the

lL*M, WTTITITH ail

Ti

11

WEBB,
Cedar Street

LOWER’S

Antique Shop
Opposite Shoe Factory, Main.Street.

New

England and Southern
Mahogany Furniture

Old

Old Side Boards, 4 Post Beds, Desks, 3
Piece Dining Tables, Inlaid Chairs, Pic-

i

Wilbur H. Rolan, late of Winterport. deW ill and petition for probate ihereof
ceased.
and that letters tt stamentary’issue to Walter
C. Rolan, he being the executor named therein and presents said petition.
Application
that no bond be required from said exteutor
is contained in said petition.

George H. Erskine, late of Morrill, deceased
Will and petition fur probate thereof and letters testamentary issue to Sylvia Erskine, she
being the executrix named therein, and presents said petition.
Horace W. Pitcher, late of Relfast, decoas
ed.
Will and petition for probate thereof and
that letters testamentary issue to Elbritlge S.
Pitcher, he being the executor named therein,
and presents said petition.
Application that
no bond be required ftom said executor is contained in said petition.

John M. Brawn, late of Palermo, deceased.
Petition of Willis W. Washburn of China in
the State of Maine er tome other suitable person may be appointed administrator of said
estate. Said petition is presented by Eliza J.
Brawn, widow of said deceased.
John E. Ellis, late of Stockton Springs, dePetition that Anna I. Ellis of Stockceased.
ton Springs or some other suitable person may
be appointed administrator of said estate. Application that no bond t:e required from the
administrator of said estate is contained in
saii petition and the same is presented by
tUdgar B. Ellis, an heir at law.
Charlotte A. Stevens, late of Frankfort, deceased. retition that Fred E. Stevens of
Frankfort or some other suitable person may
be appointed administrator of said estate.
Said petition is presented by George H. Stevens, a son and heir at law.
CiSiate oi ueorge n. wing, laie or morri'i.
Petition of Ella A. Wii g. widow, that an allowance may be mane to her out of the parsonal estate.

Estate of William H. Carr, late of Unity.
Petition of Alice C. Carr, widow, that an al
lowance may be made to her out of the perbuiial estate.
Estate of Sarah o. Haskell, late of Brooks,
deceased
Petition of Mary A. Staples, administratrix, with the will annexed, for determination of inheritance tax presented by
said administratrix.

v

allowance.

Estate of Finma F. Crocket
colnville. First and final accxu*
V. Crockett, executor, presen
ance.

Estate of William B. Morse
ville.

First

and

final

accouo

Morse, executrix, presented t
Estate of George W Frisbee.
hirst at d final account of Dru>
presented for allowance.
Ernest P. George, late of V
ceased. Petition that AlbertR
some

other suitatile person

ma.

administrator of said estate a:
petition. Application tl.r
required from the administrat
in said petition.
David P. Flanders, late of !
Will and petition for probate
letters testamentary issue t
Barr, she being the executrix

said

■

and presents said petition,
no bond be
required from pa
contained in the petition for ;
Estate of Walter R Gilo,
deceased. Petitic n >f George
ministrator of said estate, f
of collateral inheritance tax,

administrator.
Estate of Mary E. Cole, la'
deceased
First and final ac>
Carleton, trustee under the v\
E Cole, presented for alluw
Carleton, administrator of tf
F Carleton, deceased.
Estate of W alter R. Gilchre-.
deceased
First and final a
for allowance by George A. 1:
istrator.
ELLERY

Judge
A true copy of the origina
CHAS. E. JOHN
Notice is hereby given the
appointments have been math
Court, within and for the ew.
State

ot

Maine.

Estate of Rose F. Pom err
ham
James Libby, Jr.
executor July 13. A. I). 1*>20
Estate of Albert C. Raker,
port. Lillian M. Ferry of VV
ed executrix July 13, A. L>
Estate of John F. Clark,
Caroline (.’lark of Lincolnv
ecutrix July 13. A. D. 1920.

Estate of Frank W. Patterson, late of Belfast, deceased, first and final account of
William L). Pennell, trustee under the will of
said Frank W Patterson, presented for allowEstate of James N Pend
ance by Dwight R
Pennell, the executof of
Florence F. Fendletm
port.
the will of William I). Pennell, deceased.
pointed executrix July 13, A.
Estate of Frank W. Patterson, late if BelEstate of Mary I>. Rhone
fast, deceased. Final account of Wiiliam D. Otis B.
Rhoades of Troy .r
Pennell presented for allowance by Dwight R.
13, A. I). 1920.
J«Uiy
Pennell, executor of the will of William D,
Estate of Winslow W. ben\
Pennell, deceased.
Mildred S. Piper of Troy aj
Estate of Fred A. Carle, late of Belfast, deJu
y 13. A. 1). 1920.
ceased. Seventh ami final account of Mary A.
Estate of Fairfield Cole,
Mansfield, trustee under the will of Fred A
Raymond F. Cole of Winter p
Carle, presented for allowance.
ecutor July 13, A. l>. 1920.
MASONIC UMPLE
ROOM i
Estate of Sarah S. Haskell, late of Brooks,
Estate of Zalisco H. Fontdeceased. First and final account of Mary A.
Telephone 223-3
Staples, administratrix with the will annexed, vilie. B. F. Foster of Mont v
ininistrator July 13, A. D. 192*
presented for allowance.
Estate of Ralph E. Gott,
Estate of Harry B. Rollins, late of Troy, deceased. First ami final account, also personal Albert Wyman of Skowh« k
claim of Frank L. Rollins, administrator, pre- ministrator July 13, A. I). 1920
Estate of Mial Sargent, L'To all persons interested in either ot the sented for allowance.
Estate of Joseph H. Cooley, late of Monroe. Alda M. Sargent of Searsp
estates hereinafter named:
First and final account of Maurice F. Moody, ministratrix July 13, A. D. 19At a Probate Court held at Belfast, in and exi cutor, presented for allowance.
Estate of George H
Esti
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tues- !
Estate ot Curtis E. Mitchell, late of Unity, Frank L. Rollins of Troy apj
day of July, in the year of our L;>rd one i deceased. Sixth account of Lucy W. Milehel), trator July 13, A. 1). 1920.
thousand nine hundred and twenty, The fol- Curtis B. Mitchell, Alice Vinie Sawyer, trusEstate of Mellville Woodbu*
lowing matters having been presented for the tees under the will of said Curtis E. Mitc’iell, erly, in the County of Es*<
action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is
presented for allowance.
Massachusetts. Mary E. W<
hereby ordered, th t notice thereof be given
v
Estate of Keziah H. Croxford, late of Win- ly in said County and Stats
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
istratrix July 13, A. 1). 1920
terport, deceased. First and final account of
this order to be published once a week for
is
authors
Maine,
Belfast,
my
Laura
for
allowCole, executrix, presented
three weeks successively before t he second
Estate of Muretta F. Smitt
Tuesday of August, A. D, 1920, in The Re- ance.
Estate of Fred W. Field, late of Searsport, Bert E. Dodge of Belfast ..j,:
publican Journal, a newspaper published and
printed at Belfast, in said County, that they deceased. First and final account of Jennie trator July 13, A. D. 1920.
may appear at a Probate Court to be held at M. Field, administratrix, presented for allowEstate of Mabel Thom pa
ance.
the'Probate Office in said Belfast on the second
John Kealey of Lewiston *
Tuesday of August, A. D. 1920, at ten o'clock
Estate of Franklin B. Nutt, late of Freedom, Androscoggin and State of
in th e forenoon, and be heard thereon if they deceased.
First account of Isabel Augusta conservator July 13, A. D, 1920
see cause.
Nutt, administratrix, presented for allowance.
Dated at Belfast, in said Cou:">
Alice May Maddocks, late of Lincolnville, i
Estate of John A. Patterson, late of Belfast. day of July, A. D. 1920.
W
deceased. Will and petition for probate there- First and final and
CHAS. E. JOHNSON.
private account of Emily

tures, Bureaus, Tables, Clocks, Rugs,
Dishes, Mirrors with Pictures, Wing
Chairs, Sofas, Ottomans and lots of other
Relics.
I0w26

>

Dr. M. C. Stephenson
DENTIST

PROBAU
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CITY POINT.
Mrs. B. F. Cushing and nephew, Donald Staples, recently made a short visit
with Mr. and Mrs. Beverly Staples.

A full size

Miss Dorothy Shorey arrived a few
days ago from Gardiner for a visit with
Mrs. Ellen L. Shorey and other relatives

package of

SONSEAL MONGETTE
^ CUSTARD AND

\

|

Unless you are particular in
your choice, you are not likely to get
the best If we were not so particular
about the wheat we buy for

here.

PUDDING POWDER.

Given away free
during
Sunseal Week

Roger Gushee of Ludlow, Mass., has
been spending his vacation with his

grandfather, Mr. Enos Hatch, at the
home of Gardner L. Hatch.
Prof and Mrs. W. C. Crawford of Allsof Bel
ton, Mass., Miss Inez Crawford
fast, Mrs. O. E. Clay and Miss R. T.
Newell took an automobile trip to Oak
Prof, and Mrs. CrawHill on Monday.
ford pronounced the view from the mountain top one of the most wonderful they
had ever seen and Prof. Crawford also
had the unique experience of seeing
what was no doubt a wild cat at close
There h.ve been frequent rurange.
mors of bobcats seen in this section.

William Tell
Flour

The tendency of wages for farm labor
is downward, according to a statement
from the employment bureau of the State
This coindepartment of agriculture.
cides with slowing down of employment
in city industries. As establishments
are running shorter time, or employing
less help, the number of men laid off is

increasing.

[JOYFUL

we could not give you the
this flour is famous.

EATING

THE
f

Our big mill is located right in the heart of
the richest wheat-growing section of the
country.

KMfOlDS

There is much wheat from wlr'ch to choose
that we can and do select only the very best
as good enough for W iLLIAM TELL.

wonderful in their help to the
stomach troubled with over-acidity.
Pleasant to take—relief prompt and
definite.

purchaser of a
Prepared Brown

■

By being equally particular in every manufacturing detail, we know that WILLIAM

MADE BY SCOTT * BOWNE
MAKERS OF SCOTT'S EMULSION

package
Mongette, a custard and pudding powder, to every
package of Sunseal Sunnycom and a package
of Sunseal
S

t delicious Sunseal

TELL is fine and clean and pure.
It you’re particular about your baking,
Just tell your grocer—WILLIAM TELL.

Bread Flour.

Sunnycorn, the great

new cereal food—
ideal summer dish. Made from the
'k of the corn. Cooks in a minute.
Best
Delicious, appetizing, nourishing.
real food for children—enjoyed by young
: id old.
Doctors recommend it for sick and
You will certainly enjoy Sunnycorn.

Gives you better brown bread, moist with-

being soggy, rich and nutritious. One
package makes four big ten cent loaves.
You will certainly enjoy Sunseal
Prepared

out

Brown Bread Flour.
Sunseal

Mongette—a custard and pudding powder. Dainty, delightful, delicate

Sunseal Prepared Brown Bread Flour—
instant success in American homes
here good brown bread is appreciated.

in

its

Makes wonderful Blanc
etc. You certainly will

flavor.

Mange, custards,
enjoy Mongette.

an

Get your free full size

package of

MONGETTE
at any

Official

one

of these

Redemption Stations

Notice

SWAN-WHITTEN

TO NOTIFY the
that I have sold my marble
business on High Street to'
A.
C.
Bruce, but have not sold
SHOP on BRIDGE
GRANITE
my
STREET, or gone out of business
I am now
as has been reported.
devoting my whole attention to
the quarrying and manufcturing
of granite. You will always find
something doing here and a variety of finished work to select from.

I

1
COMPANY

public)

1WISH

Breakfast-Dinner-Supper

A. S. HEAL,

Noon

Morning ALWAYS
-

Bridge Street, Belfast, Maine
STATE OF MAINE

DUTCH BROS.

for which

Unless your food is digested without the aftermath of painful acidity,
the joy is taken out of both eating
and living.

are

millers of the famous Sunseal Eatables will present
free, with their
compliments, during Sunseal week in this city, a full size

quality

WALDO. SS,

-

Night

j

To the Honorable Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court, next to be held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the fourth Tuesday
of September. A. D. 1920:

j

A. MCKEEN of Belfast aforesaid,
ELMIRA
wife of Joseph A. McKeen, respectfully

represents that she was lawfully married to j
the said Joseph A. McKeen, at Belfast, on
the twenty-fifth day of January, 1890; that j
they lived together as husband and wife at ;
Belfast aforesaid from the time of their said

’NNVCORK is
week ending July 30,

North port.

Wiltrell, Belfast,
Hartford, Conn.; land
Belfast.

c-

to

Grace E. Dickie,
land and buildings in

Belfast, to Grace E.
Mass.; land and build-

s,

k

Monroe, to Henry and
mford; land and build-

^

iirey, Lynn, Mass., to
W aldo; land and bulld-

in

Monroe.

,e'*\

Sr:

og

h, Searsmont, to Louis
land and buildings in

j,

lockett, Warren,

u',‘

Al-

to

igor; land and buildings
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I.
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kto» Springs.
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Bangor;
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AT„..

Cl,*,,
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Cleve-

liorndike,

John

to

Thorndike.
to

Frank H.

Belfast.
Co., Bangor, to Ru-

,n

r,u®t

^'nn

to

land and buildings

Belfast,

,:"l

***

Portland,
I

!C

AUTO

‘ti, Searsport, to Susan
land and buildings in
rn,

‘.isbon; laud
Springs.
a.y, Belfast,

and build-

to indsor, Farmer.

:,it7l11
led
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F
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1
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8U'T«ed

L
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^aren
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me
rat

bree sizes, 25c,

,J. *“dguaranteed by

SERVICE

Dr. A. M.

A. A.

Lothrop

DENTIST

Children Ory

Ury
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'rORIA

i

This wide variety for your choice

—

Peache3
Apricots

Squash

Pears
Cherries
Plums

Tomatoes

Peas

Corn
Clams

Pineapple

Oysters

neighborhood dealer i9
ready to suggest and assist

Blueberries
Strawberries

Salmon

Raspberries
Loganberries

Preserves

in your selection.

Baked Beans

Your

5

Milliken Tomlinson Co.,
Importers, Roasters, Packers, Distributors

PORTLAND. MAINE

Shrimp
Jelly

Olives
Pickles

Stringless Beans
Refugee Beans

Catsup

White Wax Beans
Shelled Beans
Lima Beans
Beets

Chili Saece
Cocoa
Macaroni
Raisins

Spinach

Currants

Dandelion Greens

Tea
Coffee
Rice
Cream Cereal

Asparagus
Pumpkin

For
Low prict

j

CASTORIA

Colonial; Theatre Building

{

Sale
Hfc“t<a

nni]k:tchen

nand imrl

tr

*htre».

J. A HSUS MiKKKS.

FOR SALK

j

!

FELLOWS’,

long

»

told
'an lle,lghbor
the sure

snap

a.fe
Sold.,,

rat Poi*on,
line watch dog.

some

our

1

It prepares for emergencies
and is economical.

Second

Hand

Furniture

OK AI.L KIN US.

Hebron Academy

J. AIM IN McKEEN.

^^
the mental and physical development of its children rests
the future of our nation. Hebron Academy, with its practical
ideals and sound vision, will instill in your daughters and
sons the independence of spirit, uncompromising honesty, and
intellectual development essential to good citizenship and individual success.
Hebron Academy is excellently located with the White Mountain
Range and Mount Washington in full view, forty-five miles away.
Students enjoy the pure air of this hill country, and the wholesome homelike atmosphere of the Academy.
The school has ten buildings including two spacious dormitories,
one for girls and one for boys. The courses include English, Mathematics, Science, Physics, Latin, Spanish, French, Home Economics, Domestic Chemistry, Elocution, Business English and Arithmetic. All sports.
Faculty changes are infrequent. Pupils Always under experienced
teachers, masters in their lines.
9
For catalog and particulars address

UPON

|

WM. E.

SARGENT, Litt.D., Principal

Belfast. We.

ALGOLA PILLS

HEBRON, MAINE

Albert E. Andrews
Real Estate -Timberlands

to Charles

l*°d and build-

Belfaii/ear*®or*»

Case—

ROCKLAND,CAMDEN

Searsport, to
land in Sears-

Searsport, to
laud and buildings

du ;

Buy by the

Smalley’s

djed*'.A aldron,

...

enjoyable^_I

|

!e", Searsport, to Ellen M.
terport; land in Searsport.
II, Fairfield, to William
: land and
buildings

fc-

To make the meal
most

|

Liberty, to Harriet L.
oid buildings in Liberty.
Somerville, Mass., to
Lincolnville; land and
-turolnville.
Wynton, Bangor, to Mertie
Mon Springs; land and

i

County.

—

's, to

£

County People

Teas- Coffee

known to her, since which time she has never
seen or heard from him, or received from him
support: that said utter desertion has continued for three consecutive years next prior
to the filing of this libel in court; that the said
Joseph A. McKeen being able to labor and
provide for her has grossly, wantonly and
cruelly neglected to provide her with suitable
support; that his residence is unknown to your
libellant and cannot be ascertained by reasonable diligence.
Wherefore she prays that a divorce miy be
decreed between her and the said Joseph A.
McKeen for the causes above set forth.
Signed ELMIRA A. McKEEN.
July 16, 1920.
any

Senator Harding lias risen to the occato
in Waldo
sion
No higher tribute than that could j
be paid to his speech of acceptance, because the occasion was the highest and
The Portland Express of a recent date
I
[
most momentous that this generation has
has the following loyal letter:
known. Not since Lincoln in his first
;
Augusta, July 23, (Special)—Thouinaugural spoke the words that determinsands
of
invitations were sent out by
ed the course of the Nation on the issue
of Union or dissolution has any American Governor Milliken to Maine people all
over the world, inviting them in the name
statesman been confronted with responsibilities comparable with those of today, of the State to visit their old homes during tne Centennial year. A great many
or with a decision as fateful as that which
must now' be made between the preserva- of the people reached by these invitaSubscribed and sworn to before me this six1 tions have written
their thanks tor the teenth
tion and the surrender of American natday of July, 1920.
| same and some of the letters contain
ionality.
[L.s.J .Signed ARTHUR RITCHIE,
more than a
mere
formal
“thank
It was in the spirit of Lincoln that
you’’
Notary Public.
there’s no
Senator Harding addressed himself to his j expression—the sweet old
task,
l'here were in his words the same place like home” being the general
STATE OF MAINE.
1
serious sense of responsibility, the same theme. One has been received this week
Supreme Judicial Court in Vacation.
patience and absence of bitterness and of ! from Henry E. Thomas of San Lorenzo,
Cal., which carries that tone. Ha does ! Waldo, ss.
personalities, the same inclination to ! not
Belfast, July 19th, A. D. 1920.
give his former residence in Maine,
dwell not upon the controversies of the
Upon the annexed Writ and Libel.it is orpast but upon the facts of the present, but that he remembers and loves the Pine dered by
the undersigned, a Justice of said
me,
the same looking to the future with a line Tree State can be seen in the following Court, that notice be given to the Libelee
by
blending of modesty and of confident i extracts from his letter:
publishing an attested copy of the same, cr an
“I am sorry I cannot visit my old State abstract thereof,
together with this order
faith, the same, pitching of the whole ad- j this
summer, as my wife planned to go to thereon, three weeks successively in the Redress in a key of the highest spirituality :
and purest patriotism. It was an address Canada and has gone for a few weeks publican Journal, a newspaper printed in Belthe County of Waldo.the last publication
which was at once reminiscent of the in- vacation, but my heart is with you and fast.in
to be thirty days at least before the next term
spired utterances of the Fathers of the J some day I will visit my old State that I of said Court, to be holden at Belfast, within
Republic and completely characteristic of love every inch of.”
and for said County, on the fourth Tuesday of
Then comes a few pointed statements
the speaker himself and practically apSeptember next, that he may then and there
about
the
two
Stales
that
tells
a heap, appear in said Court and answer
plicable to the vilal issues and needs of
thereto, if he
I big story, including:
see
tit.
GEO. M. HANSON,
the present day —Harvey’s Weekly.
Justice Supreme Ji dicial Court.
A true copy of Libel, and Order of notice
MAINE'S CENTENARIANS
Maine as he can in California. There is
thereon.
I no money growing on the trees out here.
Attest: JAMES H. CILLEY. Clerk.
mice uicu aim uiree women aiea in ; All the money I have got I have had to
Date of publication, July 29, 1920.—3 w30
Maine during the past year who had work for and the rest of the hustlers get
reached 100 years of age and over. Of | theirs the same way.
We had a beautithese Mary Goddard of Durham, who ful Winter last Winter, but not enough
died at the age of 108 was the oldest; rain for the farmers.
We have no rain
Simeon H. Smith of East Dixiield and in Summer out here. It is very dry and
Ebenezer C. Leighton, who lived his en- without plenty of water you cannot do
tire life at Mt. Vernon, were each 102 much at farming in this country. There
are no beautiful summers like those of
years of age at the time of their deat s
and BELFAST
in 1919 white Johannah Farrell of Lewis- Maine.
We have good roads, plenty of
ton, a native of Ireland, and John Bur- work, good wages. Living is high. Everyleigh, a farmer in Masardis, were each thing we use is high. Most of the work101 years old.
Mrs. Fannie Kirby of Al- ing people have some money. There are
Leave Hotel Rockland daily, calling at
bion was just past the century mark at no awfully poor people that I snow of
Thorndike Hotel at 7 a. m. at 12.30 p. m.
the time of her death.
here."
Leave
Windsor Hotel, Belfast daily at
Since 1892, the year Maine was admitMr. Thomas closes oy saying he and
10.30 a. m. and 4 30 p, m
ted to the registration area and deaths his wife worked hard for what they have
These cars connect with McLaughlin’s
were first recorded here, there have been
saved and appreciated the value of it—
Bus to Bangor.
154 centenarians die in this State. The but Maine is still good enougt for him
This sch dule will be run as near on
time as possible until further notice.
person to attain the greatest age record- and he intends to visit the old State.
ed in Maine was Scott B. Anderson, a
ARTHUR S. SMALLEY
negro, who was born in Iowa, but who
The remarkable fact was brought out
died in Bangor at the age of 113 on April
at a recent hearing in Easton efore the
ROCKLAND
Telephone 436-2
1903.
On
19,
July 1:, 1909, Margaret Sta e Highway Commiasion, says the
McCarthy of Lewiston, a native of Ire- Aroostook News, that the farms on the
John
land, died at the age of 112.
18 1-2 mile road from Mars Hill through
McDougal died at Mars Hill on Septem- Easton Center to Presque Isle were
estiber 3, 1898, aged
110._
mated to be worth 84,000,000. The Haythis
on
is
alone
farm
valued at
road,
The great battle of 1920 will be a fight den
between the radicala and the conserva- 8100,000, and is called by the State assestives. The radicals will follow the Wil- sors the finest farm in Maine. If there is
WITH CHAPIN FARM AGENCY
sonian notions about "world leadership," any other 18 1-2 mile stretch of country
intermixed with taints of socialism, sug- road in America whose abutting property
of
is
farms,
worth four ROOMS 8-7 ODD
BLOCK
gestions of government ownership of composed wholly
we would like to hear
great public utilities, and so on. The Re- millions of dollars,
such
16-12
believe
tf30
we
roads
Telephone
to
for
of
be
exit,
publicans have nominated a conservative ticket and their campaign will be ceedingly rare. There are other roads in
which have just as
cast upon conservative planes.
They Aroostook county
will think iu terms of America first. valuable farms along their routes, but
total valuation would
the
They will be fully alive to all the world being shorter,
such a figure.
problems which the war so greatly mag- not run up to
nified, but they will approach those problems with the conviction that they
should not in any degree submerge that
freedom of action which this nation has
FOR FLETCHER’S
ever demanded and enjoyed.—Lexington
TELEPHONE 336-3
27tf
[
(Ky.) Leader.

!

Reading, Mass., to
Joplin, Mo.; land

>

j

We Want Waldo

Stay

transfers of real estate
Waldo County Registry

u,

SyiSEAL catabie

THE WORDS OF A LEADER

in Real Estate

i>lers

a

j

marriage until the first day of January, 1916;
that on’the said first day of January, 1916, the
said Joseph A. McKeen utterly deserted your
libellant without cause and went to parts un-

Regulate the Stomach, Liver and Bowels,
Make Pure Blood. For Constipation. Relieve
Gas, Indigestion, Biliousness, Sick Headache.
| Try them. 10c. 25c. At druggists. Duane
Pharmacal Co., sole proprietor, P. O. Box
1103, City Hall Station, New York. See
1 signature on each box.

j

SURETY
BOS\IDS
| Why
;

ask your friends to take the riskT

Let the National Surety Co. bond you
CHARLES S. TAYLOR, Local Agent,

Hayford Block, Belfast, Maine,

CHICHESTER

S

PILLS

Ladles! Ask your Draaratat for
Chl-ehea*ter s Diamond Brud/A^
Pills in Bed and Wold
I boxes, sealed with Blue Rlbboa. %or
Take no ether. Buy ef year ▼
Brumriat. Ask forCiri^limTEKf
DIAMOND BRAND PILlAhril
years known as Best, C -fest. Always RciAfctC

metalltcVl^P

iOLD BY DRUG(!!5)S Et/FPIMIBE.

at

MAINE HOUSEKEEPERS
LIKE CLARIONS
Because
meet

they

are

built

right

to

the needs of Maine homes.
Liberal in sizes of firebox,
flues and oven, thorough in

manufacture, ready

for

rugged

work.

\
Sold

WOOD St BISHOP CO.
Est“i63bH”tl
Bangor, Maine

by W. A. Hall, Belfast
STOCKTON SPRINGS

SEARSPORT.
Mrs. Amos Nichols is the guest of Mrs.
Sarah Nichols in Portland.

Melbourne, Australia, according

to a

report which reached this village Saturday through Capt. E. L. Hichborn, who
was informed by Frank Colcord in New
York. The news of his passing will bring
regret and sorrow to a wide circle of
friends in many plac s, for above all else
Capt. Ames possessed a large capacity
for making friends and an unchecked
impulse to assist the unfortunate. A
veritable giant of a man, bluff and genial,
he was generous to a fault Visiting his
old home early this year for the first time
in several years he wrote to a relative
after returning to New York that he had
changed ahips and would shortly sail for
Australia to be gone several months and
would again visit Stockton when he arrived back. He was born in this village
about 59 years ago, the youngest son of
the late Capt. David G. and Margaret

(Berry) Ames. He was the last of his
family, his two older brothers Edlon and
William having died many years ago and
his nearest relatives are

an aunt, Mrs.
Amanda Costigan, and several cousins.
For many years he has made headquarters on the Pacific coast. During the

Capt. Elden S. Shute arrived home
early in the week for a short stay.
Philippine troubles he was in command
S. M. Webber left Saturday for Boston
Leander Catlin of Boston was the guest of a transport for some time and when
after spending a few days here.
last week of his sister, Mrs. Elzina Treat. this country went into the great war he
Mrs. Susan Carr of

Haverhill, Mass.,

is

the guest of Mrs. John Davis.

Leonard LaFurley was home from Rockland for the week-end with his parents.

Henry Kneeland arrived Sunday from
Dr. and Mrs. Everett Hichborn arrived
Boston to spend his vacation in town.
Saturday for a customary vacation in
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Shorey and daughter town.
Eleanor of Bath were in town Sunday.
Clifford Rice of Dorchester, Mass., is a
Mrs. Berj. Howe of Milo was the guest guest at the home of Mr. and Mrs. M. R.
recently of Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Whitcomb. LaFurley.

to the

came

Atlantic
He

transport service.

and ran in the
was

never

mar-

ried.

On Saturday, July 24th, all the chilgrandchildren of the late Henry
S. and Miranda Griffin Staples, met at
the summer home, formerly a summer
hotel, of their eldest daughter, Eva
Franklin P. Patterson and his wife left Staples Grant, and her husband, Everett
James Scully is spending his annual
vacation with relatives in Boston and Saturday after a week’s visit at the for- Staples Grant, and their three daughters,
mer’s old home.
vicinity.
Marietta, Lillias and Helen, for a week of
Messrs. Hopkins and Morrison of the reunion and pleasure, which was enjoyed
Miss Ruth Trundy of Newton, Mass., is
Mr.
Stockton Yard, Inc., left Sunday night to the limit by all participants.
the guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. A
wife
of
and
NewburyWillard
G.
Staples
a
on
business trip to Boston.
E. Trundy.
and his brother Ralph and
Angus W. Holmes and John Stinson port, Mass.,
Raymond Meader of Worcester, Mass.,
wife of Cambridge, Mass, and their sisleft Wednesday after a visit with Mr. and have secured quarters in MeLaughlin’s
ter, Mrs. Lillias S. Emery, of Stockton
Mrs. Andrew McGown.
garage and are busily at work repairing
came in Willard Staples’ limouSprings,
Capt. Banning Blanchard arrived Sat- cars. 0
sine fronp Newburyport and Cambridge
Mrs. Alvah C. Treat returned Saturday
urday from New York City to spend the
and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Staples, their
week-pnd with his family in town.
night from an absence of several days
daughters, Mrs. Mildred Grimes and the
in Bangor and WinterCapt. and Mrs. James Parse arrived with her sisters
Misses Beulah and Doris Staples, and
Saturday from New Yorit City coming port.
their son-in-law, Mr. Willard Mudgett
Mrs. Mary Rendell returned to her
over the road in their new Franklin car.
Grimes, came from New York, making a
Fulton McElhiney of Portland is the home in Belfast Monday afternoon after merry party of fourteen at one long iame
the guest of his parents, Rev. and Mrs. visiting with her sister, Mrs. Almeda where Stony Creek lobsters and oysters
C. H. McElhiney at the Eyre bungalow
Pleasant Point.

on

Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Allen arrived Saturday from Orange, N. J., and with their
two sons, Ross and Jack, are guests of
Mrs. Elizabeth Allen.
Mr, and Mrs. Louis Pendleton and three
children arrived Friday from Los Angeles,

Calif.,

and

are

the guests of Dr. and Mrs.

A. A. Jackson.
Mrs. Fred Bell, her daughters Elsie and
Dorothy, and sons Fred and John, arrived

recently from Lewiston, and will spend a
few weeks at their bungalow in Navy St.

Rendell.

rapidly disappeared between jokes and
laughter. The days quickly passed with
boating, bathing, fishing and riding and
another
Saturday called them away
old home.
again in both directions, Mass. andN. Y.,
Mrs. Charles Drew and daughter Ber- but Mrs. Emery will return in a few days
nice of Lowell, Mass., arrived Saturday for a longer visit. Aug. 2nd, the Misses
for a visit at the home of her sister, Mrs. Lillias and Helen Grmt left New Haven
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph W. Moulton and
their daughter arrived Sunday from
Gloucester, for a month at Mr. Moulton’s

W. H. Morrison.
Edward H. Doyle and family motored
from Caribou Wednesday week for a few
days with Mrs. Doyle’s parents, Mr. and
Mrs. W. M. Berry.
Mrs, Eliza Trundy who h_s been making an extended visit with her daughter,

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Tupper, Miss Alvah Mrs. Edwin Parker in
Frankfort, returnTupper and Miss Mildred Easton, all of ed home last week.
Jacksonville, Fla., arrived Monday and
Russell O. Gardner arrived from Bosare at the Williams cottage in
Norris
ton Saturday to accompany his wife, son
street.
and daughter heme after passing a month
Mrs. Brainerd Bates, two children and with Mrs. Caroline Gardner.
maid, and Mrs. Bates’ aunt, Mrs. AnderCapt. E. L. Hichborn came home Satson, all of Boston, arrived Sunday and
urday from New York, where his schoonwill spend a few weeks at the Dyer coter has been under repairs for some weeks.
tage on Pleasant Point.
The vessel is to load for Havana.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Marshall and two
Mrs. Lucille Frye and her son Cecil and
children, Mr. and Mrs. Neherniah Roul- Mrs. Tekla Floreen of Springfield, Mass.,
stone,,, all of Belmont, Mass., left for motored from Fairfield on Saturday for a
home Sunday in the Marshall car, after short visit with relatives in town.
spending a few weeks in town.
Mrs. A. E. Ladd of Dover and Mrs.
Mrs. Anita De Moucelle and G. R. Lov- Mertie Merrill and daughter Eva of
ering of Boston, Miss Susan Clark of Brownville Junction were guests for sevEast Milton, Mass., and Judge J. W. eral days last week of Mrs. John H
Lyons of New York City, are guests of Ward well.
Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Harvey at the CarOscar Noble returned early last week
ver Farm.
from an enjoyable visit to New Sweden
A bridge party was given at the Grin- where he was present at the celebration
of the founding
ned Inn on Thursday evening. The affair of the 50th anniversary
of the colony.
was well attended, forty guests
being
Mrs. Harry Hichborn of New York represent, and a pleasant evening was
spent. Ice cream and cake were served turned last Saturday to Brewer, where
and prizes were awarded to Mrs. Dana she is passing the summer with her mothDutch and Mrs. Harry Perry.
er, after a short visit with her husband’s
mother, Mrs. Hattie C. Hichborn.
Those in charge of the annual sale and
Capt. Charles Cole, a former resident
entertainment to be given in Union Hall
of this village, with Mrs. Cole and their
on Thursday (today) afternoon and evenJulia were here from Camden
ing, by the Ladies’ Guild of the Congre- daughter
for several days last week visiting their
gational church, have been busily engaged this week in preparing for the daughter, Mrs. Raymond Smith.

affair, which is the social event of the
summer season in Searsport.
The hall
will be open at 2 p. m. and tables and
booths will be arranged for the sale of
useful and fancy articles, aprons, fir pil-

lows, cooked food, candy, ice
and there will be

a

cream,

1. Haney or Portland
the guests last week of Mr. and
Mrs. Angus M. Holmes, the ladies being
Mr. and Mrs. A.

were

sisters. Mr. Haney is repairing the Whittier place in Searsport, which he recently

etc., bought.

mystery table, also.

The entertainment, under the personal
direction of Miss Louise D. Leib, will
consist of vaudeville numbers, followed

by the lively little two-act comedy, The
Red Lamp. Many will be pleased at the
return of “Sandy McDuff” with his clever
impersonation of Harry Lauder in his
latest song hit, “I’ll Be Wed in the Summer Time.”
The price of reserved seats
is 50 cents; admission, 25 cents. Tickets
on sale Monday at
noon, at the Clement
& A lams store.

HALLDALE.

dren and

Mr. and Mrs. William Avery left last
Saturday for a week’s tour in Northern
and Eastern Maine with Mr. and Mrs. E.
M. Lawrence of

Rockland.

with Dr. and Mrs. A. G. Provost in their
auto for Lincolnville wheie they will occupy

Pond,
Mrs.

a

cottage

on

the shore of Pitcher

recently purchased by Dr. and
Provost and remain about three

weeks.

WHITE’S CORNER,

Winterport

Annie Thompson of Wollaston,
Mass., is the guest of her brother, C. H.
Mrs.

Libby.
R. L. Clements of this village has been
assisting his son, F. P. Clements, during
the haying season.
Miss Tullia Richardson of Lynn, Mass.,
visited at the home of Mr. and Mrs. C. B.
Jewett the past week.
Mr.

and Mrs. James Foley and Mrs.
were recent

Stella Young of the village
callers at L. A. White’s.
Earle Nealey

has finished harvesting

the hay on the farm lately purchased by
Charles Bail of Brewer.
and Mrs. W. E. Hebard and little
of Chester, Mass., visited Mr. and
Mrs. F. P. Clements, Friday.
Mr.

son

Mr.

and Mrs.

Pliny Monty of Lynn,

Mass., motored here and were guests of
Mrs. Hattie Clements and family for a
week.

returned to her duties as teacher at Shaw’s
business college, Bangor, Monday.
Mrs. A. G. Larby is slightly better at
this writing. Mrs. Ward of Bangor came
to spend two weeks with her, but was
taken ill and

was

obliged

to

return home.

Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Wellman entertained the following guests July 25th:
Mr. and Mrs. V. W. Pearce and two children of Waterville, Herbert Esancy and
family of Liberty, Mrs. Eleanor Payson
and Mrs. Bert Ludwig of Hope and Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Payson of Camden.

CENTER MONTVILLE.
Herman Jackson has returned to his
work in Belfast.

shortage.

Mr. and Mrs. P. A. Clement were in
Lincolnville Sunday.

Universalist parish and others. Mr. Boom
preaches each Sunday at 3 p. n. and all
are welcomed.

Miss Georgie Gray of Rockland is the
guest of Belle Lowell.
Miss Cassie Cushman is visiting Mrs*
F. A. Cushman in Belfast.

C. C. Swasey and Clement Sargent of
Capt. Kristian Hansen and chief engi- Newburyport, Mass., are stopping at Mr.
neer Quail of the S. S. Ruth have been
S wasey’s farm for a time.'
much about

Emma Luke is

town the

past week, the
Gardner B. Tibbetts was recently home
steamship being delayed in discharging. from Bangor for a week-end visit with
Mrs. Quail and her young son from Balti- his
parents, Mr, and Mrs. J. W. Tibbetts.
hay.
more have been spending some weeks at
Mrs. Abbie M. Watts, Mr. and Mrs.
John Cole arrived home from Bar Harthe hotel Stockton.
Frank Reynolds, the Misses Etta and
bor July 29th.
Mrs. Walter Simpson arrived from East Ethel Thompson, with Clarence Thomp
A. B. Cojnforth has sold his place and
Sunday
Boston last week to pass the month of son, all of Waterville, were
moved away last week.
August with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Thompson.
Mr. and Mrs. Miller from Union attend- Elmer
Arnold.
Since leaving SandyGreat hay weather the first four days
ed church here last Sunday.
point shipyard, where he served as mas- of last week and great quantities of sunE. N. Davis preached here last Sunday ter builder and afterwards as general cured grass rolled into the barns. But
and will be here again next Sunday, Aug. manager, Mr. Simpson has been in a this
charming program was “busted” on
8th.
>
has
shipyard at Chelsea, Mass.
showers. Lightning
Friday
by
and
The Sunday school will hold its annual
Mr. and Mrs. Elden H. Shute and their struck in this vicinity this summer
we are getting a little “gunshy.”
picnic at Windermere Paik, Wednesday
youngest son James F., arrived from
Aug. Uth, if pleasant.
Ayers last Thursday, and Mrs. Shute and
Mrs. Maggie Hopkins and her daugh- the two
boys are staying at the home of
ter, Mrs. Will Rolfe and children, who her husband’s parents, Capt. and Mrs. E.
have been visiting at Bert Hall’s, left for S.
Shute, until Mr. Shute secures a domiFor Infants and Children
their home in Lowell, Mass., July 30.
cile in Foxcroft where he went on TuesIn Use For Over 30 Years
Miss Daisie Dickson, who has been day to assume his duties as freight agent
helping Newell White several months in and telegrapher at the station in that
the printing shop, closed her work and town.
went to Pittsfield July 31, to visit friends.
Capt. Charles W. Ames died recently
C. A. Hall is cutting Newell White’s

CASTOR IA

SET

l

ERRY

OAK

Benjamin Farnham of Portland ia a
guest of bis father, M. H. D. Farnham.

Mrs. Evander Hsrriman arrived home

Mrs. Harrington ia in Boston with her
husband, Capt. Harrington, for a few

Penobscot.
from Boston last Friday.

The many friends of John Lancaster
glad to welcome him back on the

Mis.

mail route.

PERSON unfamiliar with dream
lore might wake up after dreaming of a shroud with a feeling that he
had seen an evil omen and be, consequently, depressed in spirits. He
would be quite wrong. A shroud may
not be altogether a pleasant thing to
A

tV

in one's dreams, but it is accounted
by nearly all the soothsayers to be a
favorable omen to dream of that gruesome object.
For one thing such a
dream signifies that you are to inherit
some money. It is true, though, say
the wise ones, that seeing a shroud in
a dream is a warning to the dreamer
to take better care of his health or he
will have a fit of Illness which will interfere with his business. Rut It is
merely a tendency to illness which is
predicted and not illness Itself. If
you are careful of your health your
business will prosper and your fortune
increase.
If you dream that you see a shroud
removed from a dead person you might
wake up with affright at the ghastly
sight. But really there would be no
evil omen In the dream which would
call for any worrying. The worst that
it could mean would be that you are
going to have some little strife and
contention with a person with whom
you least expected to have trouble.
But the difficulty will be of short duration ; you will get the best of the
argument and all will he smooth sailing again. In looking over many hundreds, or rather thousands, of dream
interpretations which have been handed down from generation to generation
it is found that the saying “Dreams go
by contraries” does not apply so frequently as is generally supposed. But
the dream of a shroud is one of the
cases where it does.
So cheer up If
have this disagreeable dream.
you
Think of the coming legacy and the
flourishing of your business.
(Copyright.)
-Osee

Womeif
Made Youn

weeks.

are

SHROUDS.

HILL, Swanville.

visiting relatives in

Julie Toothaker

aston with Mrs.

Percy Harding was

(

Bright eyes, a clear skin and a
full of youth and health m J
yours if you will keep your syl
in order by regularly taking

iain South Thom-

Carl

Snow for a few

weeks.

home from Auburn
and spent several days with his family
last week.

M ss Lenore

Thompson

of Poors Mills

COLD MEDAL

guest of her aunt, Mrs. James
Webster, Aug. 1st.

was

Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Pierce and daughters of Sandypoint visited Mr. and Mrs.
W. D. Harrimsn several days last week.

a

Mr. and Mrs. John Innis and two
daughters, Margaret and Leona of SearsMr. Newmanc of Boston has been port were guests of A. P. Toothaker and
spending a 10 day’s vacation [here with family Aug. 1st.
his daughter, Mrs. Frank Bassick, at the
Mr. and Mrs. George Day and Mrs. SarCarley cottage.
ah Peavey of Chelmsford, Mass, and Guy
Mrs. Phena Berry and 4 grandchildren
Peavey of Belfast were guests of Mr. and
and Mrs. Alvah Berry and daughter of
Mrs. E. C. Peavev, July 28th.
Stoneham, Mass., are spending a few
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Peavey and Mr.
weeks at the Berry farm.
and Mrs. A. £. Toothaker were in South
George Avery was called to Hallowell Thomaston
July 23 to attend the funeral
last Thursday to attend the funeral of
of Mr. Peavey’s sister, Mrs. L. O. Hanhis brother-in-law, Fred Goodwin.
Mr. ley.
Goodwin died very suddenly at his home
—.win Hallowell July 29th. He was well
BORN
known here and had a large circle of
friends who extend their sympathy to
CROCKER. In Fort Kent, July 24, to
the bereaved family.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Foster Crocker, a
daughter, Barbara Ellen—6 1-4 pounds.
WILLIAMS. In Belfast, July 31, at the
KNOX
Waldo County Hospital, to Mr. and Mrs.

The world's standard remedy
t^L,
*
liver, bladder a nr* uric acid j
\
enemies of life and look£. jn
^
1696. All druggists, threk* .-I.
Look for the name Gold Medal 0n
and accept no imitation

OUR

~

Theodore

Miss

Williams,

a

son.

Ida

Bailey returned to work in
Belfast Monday.

MARRIED.

Mrs. Lillian Stubbs is the guest of relatives in Massachusetts.
Miss Lillian Harding is working

Cross-Jackson.
In Belfast, Aug. 2,
by Rev. G. C. Sauer, Roscoe L. Cross and

DR. HESTER

BROW

Miss Beth Jackson, both of Belfast.
GSELL-COOMBS. In Belfast, Aug. 2,
by Rev. A. C. Elliott, John J. Gsell of
Mr. Leonard of Brooks is working foi
Newport News, Va., and Mrs. Lula M.
Willis Richardson through having.
Coombs of Belfast.
lias removed her office from Odd f.
KlMBALI.-Sl.IPP. In Belfast, July 31, Block to 30 High St., Belfast.
Miss Clara Emerson of Bucksport is (
by Rev. Geo. C. Sauer, Albert Henry
visiting her mother for a few weeks.
Kimball of Boston and Miss Mildred Irene
Mrs. Alice Stimpson of Belfast was the Slipp of Belfast.
STAPLES-NICKERSON. In Belfast, July
guest of Miss Addie B. Cross the past
24, by Rev. William Vaughan, James
last at $1
week.
Durham Staples and Dorothy Edna Nick- blabs while
erson, both of Belfast.
W. Prescott Kenney of
at
the
cord
mill,
back
Raynham CenWatt-Irons. In Belfast, July 29, by
ter, Mass., returned home Friday after a Rev. A. C. Elliott, John Watt of Central
road. MILTON 13.
week’s visit at B. L. Abom’s.
Fall, R. L, and Miss Evelyn Irons of Belfast, formerly of Pawtucket, R. I.
Mrs. Pauline Hunt of
Washington, D.C.
with her two
children, are spending the
DIED.
summer with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
trucking of all kinds ami pasv
BIRD. In Bangor, July 29, Charles N. :
E. K. Leonard.
ger cars to let by the dav
Bird of Northport, aged 64 years, 2 months I
The many friends of Mr. and Mrs.
Call 114-3
20i f
Roy and 6 days.
Sparrow unite in extending congratulaNewcomb. In Belfast, Aug. 4,Albert
A.
C.
Paul
L. Newcomb, aged 68 years, 3 month s nd
tions and best wishes for a long and
pros- 21
days.
ous life voyage.
for

Mrs. Jennie Richardson.

OSTEOPATHIC PHYSIC*

FOR SALE
they

AUTO

Jutft Folks
By EDGAR A. GUEST
WHEN NELLIE’S ON THE JOB.
The bright spots in my life are when
the servant quits the place,
Although that grim disturbance brings
a frown on Nellie’s face;
The week between the old girl’s reign
and entry of the new
Is one that’s filled with happiness and
comfort through and through.
The charm of living’s back again—a
charm that servants rob—
I like the home, I like the meals, when
Nellie’s on the job.
There’s something in a servant’s ways,
however fine they be,
That has a cold and distant touch and
frets the soul of me.
The old home never looks so well, as
in that week or two
That we are servantless and Nell has
all the work to do.
There is a sense of comfort then that
makes my pulses throb
And home is as it ought to be when
Nellie’s on the job.

(Copyright by Edgar A. Guest.)
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MILITANT MARY*'*

i

Tve-tried-tobe

an-altruist, butin^
Lifei- grilling M

K

SCHOOL
I’ve learned
v
tbat-folhs-don't
understand.-THEY
THINK'I'M JUST
A FOOL!
EFitiHugb-

-——0Knew What Was Coming.
“You remember the real estate men
who used to advertise that buying your
own home was better than paying
; eilt.”
“Yes.”
“Well, they certainly knew what they
were talking about, didn’t they ?”—lie
troit Free Press.

Sis k Store?
connected with
the Read Garage and Machine Co., have bought the
repair shop connected with
the Banks Garage, and are
prepared to give prompt
and satisfactory service.
Service Car.
Tel. con.

BELFAST

Mrs. Abbie Penney, Miss Addie
Cross,
Mrs. Julia Curtis, Mrs.
Myra Emerson
and daughter Clara were recent
guests of
Mrs. B. L. Aborn.

PRICE

Corrected W'eekly
rnuuuuE

Apples,

The farm buildings

ot Asa Hoxie at
East Knox were struck
by lightning in
one of the recent
showers and burned,
also two horses and two cows.

Beans,
Beans,

MAltntl

per

;

Beef,

f. q.,

Cheese,

GSELL-COOMBS.

Calf Skins,

Duck,
E gs,

Fowl,
Geese,

married Monday evening, Aug.
2nd, at
8.30 o’clock at the residence of the offici-

1'AIU

PRODUCER

FOR SALE

j

Hay,

Passenger

j

j
|

RETAIL PRICE

ating clergyman, Rev. Alfred C. Elliott.
They were unattended and the single ring

I

The Journal.

WAN! ED

Chicken,

J. Gsell of Newport
News, Va.
and Mrs. Lula M. Coombs of Belfast w'ere

CURRENT.

101

j Five
Ford for S2s .i
130 00a35 00
If
want
a
Ford
see thin
nr
you
14;
Hides,
of extras included. Also •.
20a22
Lamb,
motor boat for $45 00.
Th.< ;•
Lambskinsl 25al 50
M. A. BRAN'
bargains.
20 j
55a6o Mutton,
8
lw32*
Condon St., Belfast, ).14a 15 Potatoes,
3 00 I
13al4 Round Hog,
20 |
3fi Straw, 20 00a24 00 j
40 Turkey,
26a32
40 Tallow,
2
35 Veal,
20'
CHAMBER MAID i
60 Wool, unwashed, 40 A
40 Wood, hard,
8 00
once
at
the Winds
32 Wood, soft,
6 50

bush,

$1 00a 150
10
pea,
12
y. e.,

Butter,
Beef, sides,

John

RETAIL MARKET

j Hotel.

2 20
Beef, corned, 35a38 Lime,
j
1 32
Butter, salt, 18a24 Oats,
service was used. The bride wore a be1 99 Oat Meal,
8
Corn,
coming gown of blue taffeta with hat to Cracked corn. 1 84 Onions,
8
match. They will make their home for Corn meal,
1 84 Oil, kerosene, 23a24 J
40 Polloek,
13 ; Two tenements in the Fruelh
the present at the bride’s residence at Cheese,
Cotton seed,
27 on Court S.reet.
3 95 Pork,
the corner of Washington and
Applu t
Bridge Cranberries,
8
15 Rye meal,
streets. The groom is a musician and Clover seed,
MRS. SARAH F. HRIlik'd
3 60 i
75 Shorts,
16 00a 18 00 Sugar,
27
was born at Alsace
Flour,
Stockton Spriwr
Lorraine, France. He H.
G. seed,
0 00
900 Salt, T. 1.,
has been in this country for some time,
Telephone 21-4
26 Sweet potatoes,
iq
j hard,

For Rent

YOU think of your investment dollar as a coin for
the use of which through a year some vague and
shadowy corporation far away will pay you seven or
eight copper pennies—then investing in the South and
West will appeal to you.

IF

see in your investment dollar a force that
in Maine, under your own eyes, in
work
to
put
you
care of Maine men-to build up Maine and to lower Maine
taxes and to bring industries to Maine and prosperity to

But if you

can

the industries

now

here—

«

of
your investment dollars in Central Maine Power Company l°Io Preferred Stock.

Why then maybe,

you will want to

put

some

The price is $107.50 a share and each share brings
you $7 a year in dividends.
If it brings you also more business, lower taxes and
the satisfaction and profit of seeing your own town and
your own State groAy, then it has proved a good investment.

If you like to keep your money working to lower
taxes and promote prosperity IN MAINE, then perhaps
you will wish to invest in Central Maine Power Company
7% Preferred Stock.

•

COUPON
Company,

Central Maine Power

AUGUSTA, MAINE.

Please send

me more

information about

your investment for Maine

people.

Name_

formerly

4w32

|

Garage.

Think not that I'd deny her help or
grudge the servant’s pay,
When one departs we try to get another right away.
I merely state the simple fact that no
such joys I’ve known
As in those few brief days at home
when we’ve been left alone.
There is a gentleness that seems to
soothe this selfish elf
And oh. I like to eat those meals that
Nellie gets herself!
cannot buy the gentle touch that
mother gives the place,
No servant girl can do the work with
just the proper grace.
And though you hired the queen of
cooks to fashion your croquettes
Her meals would not compare with
those your loving comrade gets,.
So, though the maid has quit again
and she is moved to sob,
The old home’s at its finest now, for
Nellie’s on the job.

pi

Sen
HILL

port

ion

Miss Beatrice White visited her cousin,
Miss Erma White, last Thursday. She

The Lawrence Cannery is closed because of can
Rev. and Mrs. George C. Boom were
in town most of last week enlarging their
acquaintance with the members of the

PROSPECT

Address_„_
R. J.

8-6-'0_

Central Maine
Power Company
AUGUSTA, MAINE

